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Introduction
The first compelling evidence of Cosmic Rays existence dates back to 1912, provided by
Victor Hess. In a balloon experiment he proved that natural radiation on the Earth sur-
face does not explain atmospheric ionization above an elevation of 1000 m. Increasing
ionization values above this altitude made Hess postulate a new form of high energy
radiation coming from outside the atmosphere. In 1925 Robert Millikan gave this radi-
ation its definitive name, calling it Cosmic Rays (CRs).
At first believed to be composed of Gamma radiation, CRs were correctly identified
as charged particles after the discovery of the geomagnetic effect in 1927. At last, in the
following decades, a complete knowledge of the CRs composition was achieved: they
are constituted mainly by protons, with traces of heavy nuclei and relativistic electrons.
While CRs composition was, at last, uncovered, very little was known about their origin
or their importance in astrophysical processes.
Between 1950 and 1980 further theories came forward. At first, in 1949, Enrico Fermi
proposed a hypothesis to explain their acceleration, called Second Order Fermi Acceler-
ation: it’s a stochastic process, in which charge particle can be accelerated by multiple
scattering onto magnetic “mirrors” (i.e. magnetized clouds) moving at high speed with
random directions. The mean energy gained by the particle during these reflections
depends on the square of the mirror velocity (hence, “Second Order”). However this
mechanism presents some problems. First, it is true that a power law spectrum is ob-
tained, and this is in agreement with observational data, but Fermi mechanism is unable
to predict the observed value of spectral index of this power law.Second, Because of
the low cloud density in the Galaxy, this mechanism is expected to be very slow with
respect to energy losses, hence the maximal acceleration energy is considerably smaller
than the one measured for most energetic CRs.
Another acceleration mechanism, called First Order Fermi Acceleration has been pro-
posed: in this setup, acceleration occurs when relativistic particles collide with strong
shock waves which are produced by the supersonic ejecta of supernova or other astro-
nomical objects. : the average energy gain for each collision linearly depends on the
shock velocity. This mechanism predicts again a power law, with a spectral index close
to γ= 2. While this is different from the spectral index observed for Galactic CRs, which
is γ » 2.7 (see Figure 1), this discrepancy can be explained in terms of a time dependent
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CRs escape time from the Galaxy as expected from diffusion theory.
Even if First Order Acceleration still fails to reproduce the observational value of γ
= 2.7, a strong direct evidence of this scenario has been recently provided by the Fermi
space observatory which found the signature of proton acceleration in the gamma ray
spectrum of some Galactic SNRs [1].
CRs spectrum is shown in Figure 1: nowadays, it is widely accepted that CRs from
1 GeV to the knee are of galactic origin, and get accelerated in SuperNova Remnants.
In most cases, the measured spectra are well fitted by power-laws, in agreement with
the predictions of Fermi acceleration. While traveling through the Galaxy, then, CRs
undergo a random walk due to the random component of the Galactic Magnetic Field,
thus their motion can be described by a diffusion equation. CRs diffusion and other
mechanisms playing a role in influencing their spectrum, such as reacceleration and
energy losses, will be quickly presented in Chapter 1. CRs the reach the Solar System:
here, they enter the Sun area of influence, and interact with solar winds undergoing
an effect called solar modulation. We treated solar modulation with a new simulation
code, HelioProp, which allowed us to reproduce different phases of the solar cycle (see
Section 1.5).
In the end CRs reach the Earth: here, CRs-devoted experiment can detect these parti-
cles, both from Earth and from space. Ground-based experiment detect CRs after their
interaction with the Earth atmosphere.
Balloon-borne and, more effectively, space observatories, on the other hand, detect CRs
before they interact with the Earth atmosphere: they thus are able to provide data about
untainted CRs, thus allowing scientists to investigate the acceleration and propagation
mechanism of CRs. They can detect a wide range of energies.
Concerning the electron component of CRs, instead, although this is subdominant
respect to the nuclear one (again, see Figure 1) it is also very interesting for a number
of reasons. Fermi acceleration should also work for electrons as testified by the syn-
chrotron (radio) emission of SNR [63] [41]. Recently however, measurements performed
by a new generation of instruments (such as PAMELA, FERMI, AMS-02) found some
anomalies suggesting that a new component of CRs electrons and positrons may have
been originated in the Galaxy by a different mechanism. In 2008, in fact, PAMELA
announced the discovery of the so-called positrons anomaly (see Section 2.1.2): PAMELA
was in fact able to detect an excess in the positrons fraction, thus introducing the possi-
bility of a primary component for CRs positrons [6] [5].
This feature was confirmed first by Fermi, [4], and recently by more accurate measure-
ments form AMS-02 [13]. This anomaly can be explained by the presence of a positron
extra component, which may originate from astrophysical objects, such as galactic Pulsars
or by secondary production in SNRs (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.2 respectively).Another
intriguing possible origin of the positron anomaly can be the annihilation (or decay)
of dark matter in the Galactic halo. Indeed, CR physics is also becoming an interest-
ing subject for particle physicist to study: searching for Dark Matter, in particular for
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neutral weakly interacting particles that would account for the unobserved mass of the
Galaxy and are only inferred from calculations up to now, is in fact one of the most
fascinating open problem in modern Physics. Once excluded an astrophysical origin
for all the features found in CRs spectra, the signature of the annihilation of this Dark
Matter particles could in principle be found, and, in the absence of a positive detection,
the upcoming, accurate measurements coming from PAMELA and AMS-02 can allow
new constraints on some of these Dark Matter models.
In addition to supplying evidence of the positron anomaly, however, PAMELA, FERMI,
AMS-02 collaborations were also able to provide many others interesting results, some
of which I made use of in this work: PAMELA was recently able to release positrons
and electrons absolute spectra, thus confirming the need of a primary positron compo-
nent [8], and AMS-02 collaboration just published the correspondent dataset [14] allows
us to bring forth a comparison between PAMELA and AMS-02 data, especially in the
low energy region, thus allowing to test our modulation models.
Fermi collaboration also provided important results such as detailed observations of
Pulsars and SuperNovae Remnants, which proved really useful to investigate the prob-
lem of CRs sources [63] [41].
In this work, I will be focusing on electrons and positrons propagation. PAMELA
and AMS-02 space observatories are the most important among these experiments: in
fact, they both can discriminate between positive and negative charged particles, and
provided absolute spectra for both components. They also operated during two differ-
ent phases of solar cycle, thus allowing us to test models of solar modulation.
In this thesis I analyzed different models for CRs propagation, bringing forth simu-
lations with DRAGON numerical code. Using this code in 3D mode, we were able to
test these model in a new, more accurate way, also implementing a realistic distribution
for CRs sources.
At first I simulated propagation of Boron and Carbon CRs components: in fact Boron-
to-Carbon ratio, as we will see, is useful to set some propagation parameters for each
model. I also verified that simulated protons spectra are compatible with those ob-
served by AMS-02 and PAMELA.
I also tested some low energy effect on propagation: in particular I showed the effect of
varying the Diffusive Halo Height, and the Alfvén velocity.
Even taking into consideration all these effect, the high-energy region of electrons and
positrons spectra shows features that can not be reproduces under the hypothesis that
positrons are only secondary product of CR spallation in the ISM. To account for these
features I analyzed two different scenarios proposed to explain the phenomenon: an as-
trophysical one, in which nearby Pulsars and SuperNova Remnants are called to provide
the required high energy component, and a Dark Matter one, in which the annhilation
of TeV-mass Dark Matter particles results in high energy positrons and electrons.
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I will show that an Astrophysical scenario can provide quite easily the high energy
component required to reproduce the observed absolute electron and positron spectra
as well as their ratio. After choosing realistic values for the injection spectra and cutoff
energy for Pulsars and SuperNovae Remnants, in fact, we will accurately reproduce
those experimental results with DRAGON under propagation conditions which satisfy
the constraints coming from the nuclear components of CR.
Dark matter scenario, instead, can explain the aforementioned high energy features
only under some extreme condition, especially concerning the required annihilation
cross section.
Figure 1. Figure showing measurements of the energy spectrum of charged CRs from several
different experiment. The observations seems to show a power-law with breaks at 4 ˆ 1015
eV, the knee, a second knee at 4ˆ 1017 eV and the ankle ˆ1018 eV (from [65])
Chapter 1
Cosmic Rays in the Galaxy
In order to understand correctly these features, though, an accurate study of the property
of the Galaxy (such as galactic magnetic field, distribution of sources, and structure) is
required: we will now illustrate the properties of our Galaxy, and how these properties
influence CRs propagation.
The word itself, Galaxy, comes from Greek, originally meaning “Milky” (hence “Milky
Way”). It has a barred spiral structure, with the Sun located in a peripherical region
between two main arms. Our Galaxy shows a thin Disk of 25 ˜ 30 kpc radius and
400˜ 600 kpc thick, a so-called Bulge symmetrically spherical of radius 2˜ 3 kpc and a
Dark Matter Halo extending all around the system. The stars in the disk of our Galaxy
rotates really fast around its centre in nearly circular orbits, while the stars in the bulge
and in the halo rotate more slowly and their orbits are often eccentric.
We can devise two types of matter in the Galaxy, i.e. Stellar and Interstellar matter, the
first one being composed by stars in every phase of their life, while the second consists
of gas, dust and fields that fill the space between stars. We will now briefly explain the
most important properties of these objects, focusing our attention on the interactions
between matter and CRs.
1.1 Interstellar Matter
It is fairly obvious that the Milky Way is constituted by far more than stars alone:
pictures taken by Hubble Space Telescope (figure 1.1) shows clearly the presence of
zones apparently avoid of any stellar object. These are the so-called clouds of interstellar
matter, which dusty component hides away the light of any star behind them, removing
them from our line of sight. The space between dense, dark dust clouds is itself filled
with more transparent interstellar gas, as we will see. We then distinguish two different
constituent of the interstellar matter.
• Dust is an important element in the interstellar medium: in fact, it absorbs photons
in the ultraviolet and optical band, while re-emitting in the infrared wavelengths.
Measurements of the scattered radiation showed that the dust has to be a mixture
8
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Figure 1.1. Clouds of interstellar matter in the Horsehead Nebula, shielding away starlight.
(Image from NASA press release)
of grains, different in chemical composition and size, usually mixed with inter-
stellar gas. The most probable origin for dust is the atmosphere of cool stars, and
the so-formed grains are ejected into the interstellar medium thanks to radiation
pressure.
Interstellar Gas outnumbers the gas by a mass ratio of approximately 100 : 1. It is
mainly composed by Hydrogen (70%), followed by Helium (28%) and a little fraction of
heavier elements (2%). The chemical composition of gas in a specific zone of the Galaxy
depends on the history of star formation in the neighbourhood. Hydrogen is the main
component of gas, but we can distinguish three different states of this element in the
cloud of our Galaxy: we will call them neutral Hydrogen, molecular Hydrogen and ionized
Hydrogen.
• Neutral Hydrogen, or HI Hydrogen could either be found in clumped clouds, cold
and dense, or diffused in the intercloud medium as a hot („ 104 K) and thin
medium. This phase of hydrogen is not observable in the optic wavelength, since
all the transition between the ground state to a higher energy one lies in the UV
region. Only an emission in the radio region, due to magnetic moments, can be
detected by Radiotelescopes, thus mapping the distribution of HI regions.
It is shown that HI is organized in a spiral pattern, but its distribution is far from
uniform: it presents in fact hollow areas, as well as zones of overdensity. The
Sun itself resides in one of those hollow areas, known as the Local Bubble, whose
existence influences very much the physical processes in the solar neighbourhood.
• Molecular Hydrogen can only exist in dense clouds, dark and cold, protected
against ionizing radiation coming from stars nearby, called Great Molecular Clouds.
They form the ideal environment for newborn stars to develop, and it is thought
that roughly 40% ot the mass of interstellar Hydrogen belongs to this state.
Molecular Hydrogen cannot be observed in the optical wavelength, neither in the
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radio region. A tracer for its distribution could be find in the Carbon Monoxide
spectrum : it presents in fact a 22.6 mm emission line when CO, excited by collision
with Molecular Hydrogen, returns to its ground state (transition J “ 1 Ñ J “ 0).
Molecular Hydrogen too presents a spiral pattern, coinciding with the spiral arms
of the Galaxy.
• Ionized Hydrogen is found in the proximity of type O and B stars, which are
young and brighter, thus producing high intensities of ultraviolet radiation. These
so called HII regions are distributed in a way much similar to Molecular Hydrogen
regions, though their mass contribution is negligible. HII regions emit in the
optical region, and the most eminent effect of this emission are the Hydrogen
Balmer Lines: they produce from recombination of Hydrogen Ions with free
electrons, that ends in de-excitation and emission of a Balmer photon. Mapping the
emission of these photons give us quite a good image of HII regions distribution.
It is shown that Ionized Hydrogen is mostly found in the neighbourhood of bright
and massive stars, but also complexes structures (such as filaments and patches)
are detected. A faint background of HII emission is also found to extend in all
direction around our position.
Observation in the soft X-ray background showed also a further component of the
interstellar gas, a sort of thin (η „ 10´3cm´3) and hot (T „ 105K) plasma which prop-
erties are similar to the solar corona: it’s the Coronal Gas Component, and it may occupy
up to 80% of the volume of the interstellar gas. It’s thought to be generated by inter-
sections of SuperNova Remnants (SNR), when Supernova explosion sweeps away the
interstellar medium leaving behind residual hot gas.
Depending on the initial condition of the SuperNova neighbourhood, two typical end
configurations emerge from numerical simulation: hot, thin tunnels of coronal gas em-
bedded like a spider web into the disk matter (Cox and Smith, 1974), or interstellar
matter gathered in clouds “swimming” in a coronal plasma “sea” (Ostriker ans McKee,
1977). Unluckily, while soft X-rays observation confirms the existence of coronal gas,
the photoelectric absorption by interstellar gas makes very difficult to find hints of the
coronal gas distribution.
A summary of the state of matter in the Galaxy can be found in Table 1.2, from R.
Schlickeiser, CRs Astrophysics.
Interstellar space is not just filled by gas and dust, but also by Interstellar Fields:
we distinguish among cosmic photon field and cosmic magnetic field. We will quickly
examine both this features, since both influence the environment in which CRs live and
propagate.
• Photon Field consist of cosmic photons. They distribution as a function of fre-
quency in a given position r can be represented by a gray-body distribution
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Figure 1.2. Table from R. Schlickeiser, CRs Astrophysics, summing up the state of matter in our
Galaxy.
summed to the cosmic microwave background. This distribution is a function
of two parameters, ωprq (i.e. the photon energy density, given position) and T (i.e.
the temperature), so that:
ηp, rq “ 15ωprq
pi4pKbTq4
2
expp pKbTq ´ 1q
(1.1)
is the number of photons per eV, per cm3. In the proximity of the solar system
optical, infrared and microwave photons fields are prominent in the interstellar
medium, while radio, ultraviolet and X-rays components are negligible. Obvi-
ously this cannot be the case in every point of the galaxy, since presence of stars
or changed dust density could give dissimilar values of the ω and T parameters
at a different position.
• Magnetic Fields are woven together with the ionized gas that constitutes the
Interstellar Medium. They are imperative for the life of the Galaxy, since they
intervenes in star formation, galaxies formation and maintenance. Magnetic field
in our Galaxy consists of two components: a regular one and a turbulent one,
while the regular field splits further itself in a halo component and a disk one, i.e
the regular field is itself subdivided into a disk field and a halo field.
The large-scale disk field it’s thought to follow approximately the spiral pattern
of our Galaxy, while as for the halo field great uncertainties on shape and scale
height predominate. This is unfortunate since this component plays a great role
in CRs diffusion.
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Regular magnetic field has a coherence length of about 1kpc. An approximated
formula for the regular component of galactic magnetic field can be found in
Equation 1.2 (in fact, great uncertainties arise about this field actual form).
Bregpr, zq „ B0e
´
´ r´r0rB ´
z
zr
¯
(1.2)
Here, B0 „ 2 µG, r0 „ 8.5 kpc, rB „ 4 kpc and zr „ 1.5 kpc.
The random component too is very important, since it’s the cause of CRs go-
ing a random walk and not traveling in a spiral pattern along the regular field
lines. This magnetic field component resides in the interstellar plasma, and its
turbulence is related to the swirling of the interstellar gas. Its coherent lengths is„
100 pc. Locally, the random field is Brandom “ p2˜ 6qµG, and fluctuation spectrum
is difficult to evaluate. However, evaluation on large scale can be bring forth to
give us an estimate of this spectrum, although great uncertainties are present (see
for examples [85]). It appears that a Kolmogorov spectrum is favoured, although
as I said uncertainties play a great role [62]. Moreover, Brandom extension in z can
be evaluated too, and a vetical extension of zt „ 1˜ 10 kpc can be found.
As already said, random component is responsible for CRs random walk. In fact,
we can define
rLpEq “ EZeB ! Lmax (1.3)
where Lmax is the coherence length of the random magnetic field, i.e 100 pc.
Imposing rL „ Lmax we can obtain the energy for which CRs propagation is a
random walk, i.e. E „ 1017eV. For lower energy, CRs propagation follows a
diffusive pattern.
1.2 Stellar Matter
Galaxy is obviously not only constituted by gas and dust: stars form in groups Giant
Molecular Cloud, and during their lives they produce heavier elements that enrich the
Cloud itself, changing the chemical composition of following star generations. They
contribute very little to the CRs propagation, except for some quite special stellar struc-
tures: SuperNovae Remnants (SNRs, figure 1.3).
SNRs are the leftovers of a SuperNova explosion, and they play a crucial role in
CRs Physics since they’re considered the most eminent candidates for origin of Galactic
CRs through diffuse shock acceleration as main acceleration process (see Appendix A).
SNRs are then considered the source of acceleration of the main bulk of CRs.
he hypothesis of SuperNovae as sources for Cosmic Rays was at first presented in the
early age of Cosmic Rays Physics by Baade and Zwicky, who in 1934 displayed an
interest for the liaison between these exploding stars and Cosmic Rays production. This
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Figure 1.3. SuperNova Remnant SNR 0509-67.5 (NASA)
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hypothesis is based on an energetic argumentation: in fact, an exploding SN creates a
shock carrying Kinetic Energy for about 1051erg. If only 10% of this energy converts in
Cosmic Rays acceleration, with a rate of around 3 SuperNovae explosion per century in
our galaxy it’s possible to supply Cosmic Rays luminosity (i.e. LCR „ 5 ˆ 1040erg{sec).
Moreover, latest results by Fermi-LAT collaboration, which was able to spatially resolve
and singularly study a great number of SNRs, seem to support this hypothesis [63] [41].
It obviously follows that an accurate catalogue of SNRs distribution in our Galaxy is
necessary, since we need it to build a source term in CRs propagation models. Unfor-
tunately, our knowledge of SNRs is incomplete and uncertainties are really significant,
especially those related to distance of these objects.
We said already that SNRs can be considered "cosmic accelerators", since both ener-
getic and observational evidences point in this direction [64]. The whole setup de-
scribing acceleration by SN and the consequent behaviour of CRs is known as the SNR
paradigm [21]. The basic requirements for the SNR paradigm are the following:
1. SNRs efficiency in accelerating particle must be around 10 %;
2. The individual elements spectrum and the all-particle spectrum must be repro-
duced, including all their features (as, for example, the Knee around 1015 eV);
3. The chemical abundances of nuclei must be well described;
4. The observations of individual SNR must be reproduced in every frequency (e.g.
radio, gamma. . . ).
It is now of some interest to devise a mechanism that can explain CRs acceleration. An
exploding SN expels material, and the ejecta of a stellar blast moves supersonically: in
fact, the huge amount of energy released in a SN explosion causes the emitted material
to be ejected with velocity about 10ˆ 103 km/s, much faster that the speed of sound in
the ISM [72]. This leads to formation of a shock front propagating in the interstellar or
circumstellar medium, and the characteristic of this front (e.g. its extension, its Mach
number. . . ) depends on the exploding SN type and the environmental condition around
the star. These shock fronts are quite different from shock waves we can observe in our
atmosphere: in fact, SN shock fronts traveling through ISM are collisionless shocks.
This particular class of shock waves consists of objects formed because of the excitation
of electromagnetic instabilities (for example collective effects generated by motion of
charged particles in the environment, i.e. in the plasma generated in a star explosion).
SN shock fronts usually are non-relativistic shock.
This whole acceleration mechanism is called Linear Diffusive Shock Acceleration
(DSA) (see Appendix A): it would be able to explain acceleration in SNR, but it can
be computed that the energy that a simple DSA can reach in accelerating particle is
not enough to explain the origin of CRs. In fact, [21] shows that, assuming a diffusion
coefficient near the shock to be the same as the one inferred by B/C ratios for the ISM,
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the maximum energy that a 1000 years old SNR could achieve is clearly insufficient to
explain the whole CRs energies: this means that, in order to be a PeV accelerator, a
SNR should experience some kind of physical mechanism able to generate and enhance
turbulent magnetic field upstream a SNR shock.
There will be therefore need for a non-linear DSA theory, which has to contain all the
effects accelerated particle can generate. There are many reasons to introduce a non
linear DSA theory, such as:
1. Dynamical consideration: in simple DSA theory, the accelerated particles play
no active role in the acceleration process. Nevertheless, assuming an acceleration
efficiency of about 10% leads to some considerations: for example, since great
quantities are involved, the pressure caused by accelerated particles on the plasma
around the shock can alter the shock dynamics. This mean that we have to
consequently modify the compression factor, which in turn affects the spectrum of
accelerated particles in a way that generally depends on rigidity. In the end, a non-
linear behaviour arises, since accelerated particle affecting the shock dynamics
comport changes on the acceleration mechanism itself.
2. Astrophysical considerations: DSA theory requires an acceleration efficiency of
about 10%: this is a reasonable value as an average on the entire life of the SNR,
but during some phases of this life (e.g. in particularly violent stages of the SNR
existence) efficiency may be quite larger. In a non-linear theory we should be able
to take into consideration all differet pahses of a SNR life.
3. Magnetic Fields considerations: SNRs can be the source highest rigidity CRs only
if magnetic field amplification of a considerable magnitude takes place at the shock
surface. In order to reduce the acceleration time (and fulfill the condition that
requires acceleration time being smaller than the SNR lifetime) this mechanism
has to occur upstream of the shock. As a result, it is likely that the same accelerated
particles generate this amplification and this effect would consequently change the
diffusion coefficient that describes their motion. This is again a non-linear effect,
since he diffusion coefficient would be dependent on the distribution function of
accelerated particles, which in turn is determined by the diffusion coefficient in
the acceleration region.
In Chapter 4 I will present my results with a setup in which SNRs are considered as
source for accelerating electrons; moreover, in Section 4.2.2 I will give a short account
of a different mechanism that may occur in SNRs, leading to secondary production.
1.3 CRs Diffusion
When studying CRs in the Galaxy it’s imperative to be able to formulate a law to infer
their propagation, as well as their interaction with interstellar medium. We will follow
a simplified way to devise a model for CRs diffusion, while a more complete derivation
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can be find in Daniele Gaggero’s PHD Thesis [52].
CRs are traveling through a magnetized plasma, and in an astrophysical environment
collisions are quite unlikely. Boltzmann equation states
B f pÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
Bt `
ÝÑv B f p
ÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
BÝÑx `
ÝÑF B f p
ÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
BÝÑp “
ˆB f pÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
Bt
˙
coll
(1.4)
where f pÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq is the probability density function: it’s defined so that the total
number of particles whose position lies in a volume element d3ÝÑx volume about ÝÑx and
momentum lies in a volume element (in the momentum space) d3ÝÑp volume about ÝÑp
at time t is:
dN “ f pÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tqd3ÝÑx d3ÝÑp . (1.5)
Since we consider the collision term negligible, it becomes
B f pÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
Bt `
ÝÑv B f p
ÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
BÝÑx `
ÝÑF B f p
ÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
BÝÑp “ 0 (1.6)
CRs are charged particles, hence ÝÑF is the Lorenz Force, and:
B f pÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
Bt `
ÝÑv B f p
ÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
BÝÑx ` Zep
ÝÑE `
ÝÑv
c
ˆÝÑH qB f p
ÝÑx ,ÝÑp , tq
BÝÑp “ 0 (1.7)
We can now split each field in an average value and a random component, wich
average value is itself zero. With this new form for E and H fields, the calculation is
easier: we can introduce cylindrical coordinates in momentum space (i.e. p‖, pK and
φ), and averaging on all the waves and writing the random fields in Fourier form, it
is possible to obtain a dispersion relation. It describes a resonance condition, i.e. the
scattering between our particle and the magnetic wave occurs when wavelength and
Larmor radius of the particle are comparable.
The major candidate for this kind of wave are magnetosonic Alfvén waves, an oscilla-
tion of both the plasma velocity and the magnetic field. The dispersion relation of these
waves is
ωpÝÑk q “ ˘|k‖|vA (1.8)
where
ÝÑ
k is the wave vector and vA is Alfvén velocity, given by
vA ”
Haverage
4piρ
(1.9)
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These waves are longitudinal, and propagate in a similar way of the sonic waves.
Under this premises, a simplified calculation leads to a first form of CRs Diffusion
Equation:
B faverage
Bt “
B
BzDxx
B faverage
Bz `
1
p2
B
Bpp
2Dpp
B faverage
Bp `Q (1.10)
where Dxx is the spatial diffusion coefficient and Dpp is the diffusion coefficient in the
momentum space: Dpp depends on rigidity and reacceleration, i.e. on vA, while Dxx yields
a rigidity dependence. In the quasi linear theory, they are related by: Dpp „ p
2v2A
Dxx
The actual Dxx dependence on rigidity is still under debate, since it is strongly affected
by the model used to describe the turbulence in the interstellar medium.
If we now separate the parallel and perpendicular contribution to diffusion, previous
equation becomes:
B faverage
Bt “
B
BxiDi j
B faverage
Bx j `
1
p2
B
Bpp
2Dpp
B faverage
Bp `Q (1.11)
where Q is a source term, and Di j is the Diffusion Tensor, defined as
Di j ” pD‖ ´DKqHiH j ` δi j (1.12)
Our Galaxy can be roughly modelled by a cylinder: for this reason, the interaction be-
tween waves and particle can be described in cylindrical coordinates, with the Magnetic
Field regular component stretching out alongφ. We can simplify further our calculation
by assuming cylindrical symmetry, i.e. Bφ “ 0. In such a frame a new and more familiar
form for the diffusion equation follows.
B f pr, z, tq
Bt “ p
1
r
DK ` BDKBr q
B f pr, z, tq
Br `
BDK
Bz
B f pr, z, tq
Bz `DK
B2 f pr, z, tq
Br2 `DK
B2 f pr, z, tq
Bz2 `
(1.13)
` 1
p2
B
Bpp
2Dpp
B faverage
Bp `Q
1.4 Energy Losses
While traveling through the Galaxy CRs interacts with the Interstellar Medium: we will
at first focus on the leptonic component of the CRs, since electrons and positrons shows
the most interesting and still unexplained features in their spectra.
Leptonic matter mostly interacts in three ways: byNonthermal Bremsstrahlung, by Inverse
Compton and by Synchrotron emission. We will now quickly analyze these three ways of
interaction and their impact on CRs spectra.
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• Nonthermal Bremsstrahlung is a process that takes place when an electron de-
celerate in the electric field generated by an ion. It’s a free-free process. The mean
energy of a Bremsstrahlung produced electron is„ 0.5 Eelectron, for electrons which
energy is ě 10MeV, and this radiation can be detected in the gamma-rays region
thus tracing back the gas and CRs distribution.
• Inverse Compton takes place when an ultrarelativistic electron yields its energy
to a low energy photon belonging to Photon Field. It’s a very common process
in Astrophysics, since high energy CRs electrons travel though the Galaxy, thus
interacting with photons of different wavelengths, such as Cosmic Background
photons or photons produced by stars and reprocessed by ISM (optical, InfraRed
and UltraViolet photons): the Interstellar Radiation Field (ISRF).
ISRF is in fact an electromagnetic radiation field, originating by stars and inter-
stellar matter and filling the interstellar space. Its spectrum is dominated by the
emission from high spectral classes stars, which shows a peak in the near infrared,
with a „ 1µm wavelength. The energy density correspondent to this stellar com-
ponent has a local value of about 0.5 eVcm3 . Also, a second stellar component can be
devised: it originates from class O-B stars, has a peak in the ultraviolet region but
a quite smaller magnitude. Moreover, ISRF energy density and spectrum show
large variation across the Galaxy, depending stars spectral type distribution.
Another ISRF component originates from dust emission, when heated by incom-
ing starlight. This component covers the far infrared, and can be split into three
sub-components, depending on temperature:
1. Cold Dust, which temperature is „ 15´ 25 K, mostly localized in HI regions
and molecular clouds, is heated by both ancient and newborn stars.
2. Warm Dust, associated with HII regions and which temperature is„ 30´ 40
K, is usually heated by type O and B stars.
3. Hot Dust, with temperature of about 250-500 K, heated by M-class giant stars.
Dust component spectrum shows a main peak corresponding to a 100 µm wave-
length and a secondary peak around 10 micron.
Finally, also Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) plays a role in ISRF: CMB is
a well-known thermal radiation, believed to be a leftover from Big Bang. It dates
back to recombination age, and is not associate with any stellar or non-stellar
object. Its spectrum is that of an uniformly emitting black body, and CMB comes
isotropically from all part of the observed sky.
A representation of ISRF spectrum can be devised in Figure 1.4.
Back to Inverse Compton scattering produces gamma and hard X-rays, as well
as radiation in the radio wavelength. It also produces a consistent part of the
gamma-rays emission in our Galaxy, and allows us to track down the distribution
of CRs Electrons and ISRF.
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Figure 1.4. ISRF spectrum, from [55]
An electron undergoing Inverse Compton Scattering loses energy as
bpEqIC “ ´dEdt “
4
3
σTc
pmc2q2ρradE
2 (1.14)
where σT is the Thompson Cross Section and ρrad is the local energy density due
to ISRF (measured in eV/cm3)
• Synchrotron Emission is the radiation emitted by an ultrarelativistic particle
spiralling in a magnetic field. Synchrotron emission affects greatly the leptonic
component of CRs, and the originating radiation is polarized, with a very broad
spectrum. It can be shown that an electron or a positrons undergoing Synchrotron
process loses energy according to:
bpEqSynch “ ´dEdt “
4
3
σTc
pmc2q2
B
8pi2
E2 (1.15)
All this leads to a general expression for energy losses for an electron (positron):
bpEq “ ´dE
dt
“ 4
3
σTc
pmc2q2 p
B
8pi2
` ρradqE2 (1.16)
At the solar system position, though, B8pi2 „ ρrad „ 0.1 ˜ 1 eV/cm3, which leads to b =
1 ¨ 10´16GeV´1s´1.
It is also useful to compute the loss-time. Knowing that
τloss “
ˆ
´ 1
E
dE
dt
˙´1
(1.17)
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Energy (GeV) Mean free path Voccupied τli f e Ne˘
(a) E ! 0.1 ˜ 1 λ " zh V„ 2piR2zh τ „ z2h{D N „ E
´pγinj`δq
e
(b) 0.1 ˜ 1 ! E ! Ehigh zh " λ " zd V„ 2piR2λ τ „ 1{pb0Eq N „ E´pγinj`δ{2`1{2qe
(c) E " Ehigh λ ! zd Vsources τ „ 1{pb0Eq N „ E´pγinj`1qe
Table 1.1. Table resuming correlation between particle’s energy and its diffusion through the
Galaxy. Here, zh is the Galactic Halo height, zd the Galactic Disk height, R is the Galaxy radius,
Vsources is the volume filled by sources and Ehigh " 1TeV.
we can devise τlossp1GeVq „ 108 yrs, while τlossp100GeVq „ 106 yrs: they are comparable
(or lower) with the escape time from the galaxy, i.e. 107 yrs, meaning that energy losses
play a great role in CRs leptonic component propagation.
We can also estimate a loss-distance (i.e. the distance a diffusing particle can travel in
τloss). Its expression states:
λloss “
ˆż
E
DpE1q
bpE1q dpE
1q
˙1{2
„ 3 DpE0q
1028cm2{s
ˆ
E
E0
˙ δ´1
2
(1.18)
since we are considering DpEq “ DpE0q
´
E
E0
¯δ
.
This mean that at 1 TeV λloss „ 500 pc, i.e. the typical distance among the most probable
sources for CRs electrons and positrons: SuperNovae Remnant.
It is evident thus that we must be extremely careful in defining our Galaxy dimensions.
Correlation between particles energy and their diffusion in the Galaxy is shown in Table
1.1.
Setup (a) represent a scenario in which energy losses play a marginal role, since the
mean free path is bigger than the Galactic Halo height: it follows that CRs e˘ occupy
the entire volume of the Galaxy, their energy distribution depends only on the injection
index (through γinj) and on the diffusion (through δ). Also, energy losses do not play a
role in the determination of τli f e.
Setup (b) correspond to a scenario in which energy losses are present: since CRs e˘
mean free path is bigger than the Galactic Disk height they can diffuse outside the Disk,
but λ is also smaller than the Galactic Halo height. It follows that CRs e˘ can diffuse in
a limited region outside the disk, occupying a volume that depends on λ and is smaller
than the volume of the Galaxy. Their τli f e depends on energy losses, and so does their
energy distribution (through the 1{2 contribution).
Setup (c), instead, represent a scenario in which energy losses are dominant: CRs e˘
mean free path is smaller than the Galactic Disk height, meaning that diffusion outside
the disk itself is not allowed. Since the mean free path is so small, CRs e˘ occupy a
modest volume, roughly coinciding with the volume occupied by their sources. Also,
the energy dependence of their spectra is dominated by losses.
PAMELA and AMS-02 data extend from energy around 1GeV to 1TeV. In this interval,
we have
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NpEq „ E´pγinj`δ{2`1{2q (1.19)
and this means that
γ “ pγinj ` δ{2` 1{2q (1.20)
where first term is the injection index, second term relates to diffusion and third
term to energy losses [30].
1.5 Solar Modulation
CRs traveling the Galaxy may in the end reach the Earth: however, approaching our
nearest star, the Sun, they start to suffer its influence, that can sensibly affect their prop-
agation. Entering the Heliosphere, in fact, CRs encounter the solar wind: while high
energy CRs travel through it undisturbed, low energy CRs interact with it. The mag-
netic irregularities it shows are able to influence low energy CRs propagation through
the Heliosphere.
However, the Sun activity isn’t always the same: the Solar cycle, in fact, is a period of
around 11 years, in which sensible changes in the level of solar radiation, magnetic
polarity1 and solar wind takes place.
While PAMELA mostly operated during a low-activity, negative-polarity phase of
the cycle, AMS-02 took its data with opposite environment conditions: though, since
AMS-02 and PAMELA took their data in quite different periods of the solar cycle, solar
modulation is to play a great role in their final results and must be considered when
testing our models.
Let’s therefore examine more in detail the influence of the sun on electrons and positrons
spectra.
• In the Force Field Approximation solar modulation can be represented by a single
parameter, the solar potential φ, related to solar wind speed and the diffusion
coefficient in the Heliosphere. The parameter φ depends on the solar cycle and
has the dimension of a rigidity (i.e. MV). Fluxes at Earth FEarth can hence be
obtained from interstellar fluxes FIS [56]:
FEarthpEq “ E
2 ´m2
pE` |Z|φq2 ´m2 ¨ FISpE` |Z|φq. (1.21)
1Solar magnetic field is polarized: it means that, just like the Earth one, it has a North and a South pole.
Unlikely the Earth one, though, the Sun magnetic field undergoes frequent changes of polarity, meaning
that both the poles change their sign: the solar magnetic cycle last approximately 22 years.
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In this scenario CR cooling is produced by the expansion of the magnetized plasma
in which low energy cosmic ray diffuse in. Therefore the effect is independent on
the particle electric charge sign.
• In the Charge Dependent Modulation instead, positrons and electrons undergo
different fates.
The Sun magnetic field in fact presents ∇ˆ Bsun , 0: this introduces drift effects,
which are charge dependent. Moreover, Bsun not only undergoes the solar cycle,
but also shows opposite directions in the North and South hemisphere. It follows
that where these two regions meet the solar magnetic field has null intensity. In
this particular area a so called Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS) generates (Figure
1.5) [31]: it then expands in a region described by an angular parameter, known as
tilt angle, α, whose magnitude depends on the particular solar activity at the ob-
servation instant. Particle propagating through the Heliosphere happens though
to cross the Heliospheric Current Sheet, and the extent of the modulation they
suffers depends on HCS extension [31].
Figure 1.5. Representation of the Heliospheric Current Sheet: the maximum solar latitude of
the current sheet is equal to the tilt angle between the solar rotation axis and the magnetic
dipole axis.
Since experimental observations showed that a more raffinate setup than FF ap-
proximation is necessary to reproduce the latest dataset by numerical simulations,
DRAGON team developed a new code, HelioProp, to compute CRs spectra at
Earth [74].
Once the propagation model is selected, they used HelioProp to compute the
modulated spectra to be compared with experimental data: this allowed them to
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determine the wholesome propagation model, and use its parameters to compute
e` and e´ spectra, as well as the positrons fraction.
The model for solar propagation was specified by implementing the solar sys-
tem geometry, as well as diffusion and drift properties. Developers choose to
assume spherical geometry, with the position of heliopause set to 100 AU.
Another fundamental "ingredient" while modeling solar modulation is Solar Mag-
netic Field: for this feature HelioProp developers assumed a spiral pattern, i.e. an
expression:
ÝÑB “ AB0
ˆ
r
r0
˙2 ˆ
rˆ´ Ωr sinθ
Vsolarwind
φˆ
˙
(1.22)
Here, Ω is the differential solar rotation, θ is the colatitude, B0 is a normalization
constant that can be determined by imposing magnetic field at Earth to be 5 nTesla,
while Vsolarwind “ 400km{s is the solar wind velocity, radially directed and causing
adiabatic energy losses. A determines instead the magnetic field polarity through
the Heaviside Function, i.e. A “ ˘Hpθ´θ1q. The θ1 variable is related to the sinus
of the tilt angle α.
The actual difference in fate between positive-charged or negative-charged parti-
cles occurs when drift processes are taken into account. Drift processes are due
to magnetic field irregularities and to the HCS presence: they are expressed by a
drift velocity.
As a final remarks, it must be noted that A and α parameters are of the most
importance: in fact, they are strictly correlated with the physical structure, and
heavily influence the drift processes. For PAMELA data taking, we used a (A, α)
setup of (-1, 30°), while AMS-02 operated in a (-1, 60°) setup.
Since I’ll be comparing DRAGON output with AMS-02 and PAMELA data, I’ll also
modulate my spectra through two different setups for CD (corresponding with AMS
and PAMELA data taking environmental conditions), as well as through FF approxima-
tion. It is expected that FF Approximation affects positrons spectra in a way very similar
to CD modulation when modulation parameter corresponding to PAMELA data taking
period are considered: in fact, PAMELA experiment operated during a phase of low
solar activity, meaning that CD solar modulation has a limited influence over leptons
spectra: this is due to the small opening angle, α, of the HCS in that low activity period.
On the other hand, CD modulation under AMS-02 period of activity is a lot more med-
dling: AMS-02 in fact operated during a high solar activity period, in which the effect of
solar modulation are quite magnified. We therefore expect spectra modulated through
the AMS-02 CD approximation to be really different from FF and PAMELA-modulated
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ones. Figure 1.6 shows a comparison among FF and CD approximation (for both AMS-
02 and PAMELA solar phase): it is clearly evident that PAMELA-phase modulation
and FF modulation are nearly equivalent. Since their difference are smaller than larger
uncertainties related to interstellar propagation I will provide my results only under
CD modulation, which proves itself quite accurate for AMS-02 data sets and is mostly
overlapping data modulated by FF approximation.
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Figure 1.6. FF approximation modulated simulation, compared with CD modulated ones:
the simulations refers to the same diffusion model, and should be considered only as a
qualitative demonstration of the agreement between PAMELA-phase CD modulation and
FF approximation. Diffusion models used to obtain this output will be discussed in further
sections.
Chapter 2
PAMELA and AMS: setups and
main results
Unlike ATIC and other balloon experiments, that could not distinguish between positrons
and electrons, the latest Space Observatories offers us a more complete and detailed
knowledge of charged particle that invest the Earth. Both PAMELA and AMS in fact
provided us with really accurate measurements of positrons and electrons spectra, and
we made use of these excellent results to test the reliability of ours model.
Before presenting our own analysis and conclusion, then, it’s proper to provide a quick
presentation of both these experiment and their mission, as well as some of the impor-
tant results they achieved.
2.1 PAMELA Space Oservatory
The PAMELA (a Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astro-
physics) detector is installed on the upward side of the Resurs-DK1 satellite: it was
launched during June 2006. Since July 2006 PAMELA has been taking data, searching
for evidences in CRs spectra that could account for Dark Matter or new astrophysical
sources, as well as new form of matter and antiparticle component of CRs.
It consists of a Time Of Flight (TOF) counter, an AntiCoincidence Counter (ACC),
a Magnetic Spectrometer, a sampling imaging calorimeter, some scintillators and a
Neutron Detector.
PAMELA mission has several goals: first of all it provided an accurate measurement of
CRs nuclear component, such as protons (in the energy range 1 Gev - 1 TeV), Helium
(in the energy range 1 GeV - 450 GeV) , Boron and Carbon fluxes.
All this elements are useful for our research, since they can be used to test diffusion
model that try to explain CRs propagation. In particular Boron and Carbon, which are
used to compute a secondary-to-primary ratio, provide a great instrument to constrain
several diffusion parameters, especially the diffusion coefficient. This last result was
recently released [11].
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PAMELA collaboration also compared Helium and protons spectra, bringing forth an
analysis on the spectral shape of these different components of CRs to investigate on the
accuracy of some hypothesis: in particular, they examined the debated assumption of a
possible uniqueness of the index spectrum for all nuclei, including protons and Helium,
finding a not very encouraging discrepancy between those two spectral shapes.
PAMELA also investigates CRs leptonic component, i.e. electrons and positrons spectra.
With these data PAMELA collaboration was able to detect, in 2008, the positrons anomaly
(see Section 2.1.2): a manifest spectral hardening in positrons fraction which provide
the most striking evidence of the need of an extra component in positrons spectra. More
recently, PAMELA was also able to provide accurate measurement of electrons and
positrons absolute spectra, thus allowing us to bring forth our analysis on these data
set.
Finally, PAMELA Space observatory aims to find evidence of Dark Matter processes:
since annihilation of some kind of Dark Matter is acknowledged to be a possible expla-
nation for the positrons anomaly, PAMELA is looking for specifical signatures in both
positrons and antiprotons channel. In particular, since some Dark Matter models pre-
dict an antiprotons flux resulting from annihilation of high-mass neutralinos to be more
sensibly greater than the flux of secondary antiprotons, this feature could be actually
observed. Moreover, this effect is expected to occur around 10 GeV, where PAMELA
detector is particularly efficient and solar modulation involvement is nearly negligible.
2.1.1 Overview of PAMELA most useful results
As already mentioned, PAMELA observatory has several goals, and achieved a lot of
interesting results: some of these outcomes proved quite useful for this thesis, and I will
provide a small overview of PAMELA findings, comparing them with various other
experiments detections.
As for the nuclear component of CRs, I compared my simulations with PAMELA
Boron-to-Carbon ratio [11]: Figure 2.1 shows PAMELA B/C ratio, compared with several
different experiments [12] [17] [50].
I also made use of PAMELA protons spectra, since I brought forth a test on the in-
jection spectra of this CRs species. Figure 2.2 compares PAMELA outcome with several
other experiments [10] [26] [2] [18]: all these results agree in the high energy region,
where the effect of solar modulation is negligible. For this reason, when comparing
simulations with PAMELA data set, I develop my analysis only in the high energy
region, so that solar modulation does not affect my results.
As for leptonic components, the most striking result by PAMELA collaboration has
been the detection of the positrons anomaly in 2008: PAMELA and other observatories
positrons fractions are shown in Figure 2.3 [13] [25] [19] [9]. The positrons anomaly is
evidently shown and, as we can see, seems to be confirmed by AMS-02 data set.
Also, PAMELA can discriminate between electrons and positrons: this allows the
observatory to provide absolute electrons and positrons spectra (unlike other experi-
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Figure 2.1. The B/C ratio measured by PAMELA [11], compared to other experiments results:
AMS-01 [12], CREAM [17] and HEAO3 [50]. It’s evident the agreement among the different
data sets. (From the Cosmic Rays DataBase, http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/cosmic-rays-db/ [77] ).
Figure 2.2. The protons spectra measured by PAMELA [10], compared to other experi-
ments results: BESS-TeV [26], BESS-Polar I [2] and AMS-01 [18]. Different data sets are
compatible outside the influence of solar modulation. (From the Cosmic Rays DataBase,
http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/cosmic-rays-db/ [77])
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Figure 2.3. The positrons fraction measured by PAMELA [9], compared to other experiments
data: AMS-02 [13], CAPRICE94 [25] and HEAT95 [19]. It’s evident the monotonic increase
up to 100 GeV, while low energy regions appear underestimated. (From the Cosmic Rays
DataBase, http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/cosmic-rays-db/ [77])
ments, e.g. Fermi-LAT, in fact, PAMELA has its own magnet): I present in Figure 2.4
PAMELA absolute e` and e´ spectra, compared with AMS-02 ones. It is evident the
effect of solar modulation in the low energy region, and since PAMELA and AMS-02
took data in quite different phases of the solar cycle the two data sets agree only above
„10 GeV.
Finally, PAMELA also provided, as well as AMS-02 [14], Fermi [4] and HESS [15]
, measurements of e´ ` e` total spectrum [9] (Figure 2.5: it is interesting to note that
PAMELA data seem slightly incompatible with Fermi detections.
2.1.2 The positrons anomaly: an interpretation
I did mention already that, even in the absence of exotic sources, CRs also consist of
an Antimatter component: in particular we are interested in the positrons secondary
component: under the the assumption of no significant production of e` by SNRs
(which are considered the main sources for galactic CRs) this component is expected to
be originated by the interaction of the nuclear component of CR with the ISM.
We expect the main process involved in positrons production to be
pCR ` pISM Ñ p` ppnq ` api (2.1)
piÑ µ˘ Ñ e˘ (2.2)
(2.3)
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Figure 2.4. PAMELA, and AMS-02 [14] absolute electrons and positrons spectra. It’s evident
the effect of solar modulation, as well as the slight increase in the high energy positrons
spectra, corresponding to the positrons anomaly.
Figure 2.5. e` ` e´ spectrum measured by PAMELA [9], compared to other experiments
data: AMS-02 [14], HESS [15] and Fermi [4]. Fermi and PAMELA data seem to be in slightly
disagreement, since the hardening measured by PAMELA around 100 GeV does not seem
to be confirmed by Fermi (From the Cosmic Rays DataBase, http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/cosmic-rays-
db/ [77])
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where a is the pion multiplicity. This would mean that, outside the influence of solar
modulation (i.e. a few GeV), positrons spectral shape should be the same as protons:
this mean that the positrons spectral index at production should be the same of ambient
protons i.e. γ0pe`q “ γppq “ ´2.7.
In fact, Feynman scaling allows us to determine more easily the pions source term
QpipEpiq in terms of the Feynman scaling parameter: if the scaling holds (i.e over a
few GeV) QpipEpiq has the same power- law behavior as the protons distribution NppEq.
Determining this pion source term and applying it into the piÑ µ˘ Ñ e˘ process is pos-
sible to devise for the positrons distribution Qe`pEq “ k ˆ E´γ, where γ “ γppq “ ´2.7
(see for example [49] for derivation).
Thus, positrons secondary spectrum should show a peculiar feature: in fact, since
higher energy protons escape from the Galaxy with shorter τesc, it is expected that
positrons ratio decreases smoothly for energy increasing.
No disagreement between this theoretical setup and observation at very low energy:
however, as soon as experiments became able to reach GeV energy, something very
different came to the surface. PAMELA Space Observatory, in fact, took positrons data
from 1.5 to 150 GeV. These data, as Figure 2.3 shows [6] , seem to exhibit two new
features: below 5 GeV, positrons fraction appears to be clearly below most previous
measurements, while at higher energies a continuous increase appears up to 100 GeV.
While low energy features can be explained by solar modulation effects, high energy
increase definitely cannot be justified in a secondary-component-only setup (especially
because further experiment, such as AMS-02 and FERMI, has confirmed PAMELA find-
ings, thus excluding the hypothesis of an effect due to systematics).
Since also absolute e˘ spectra are now available is easy to mark similar features in that
data set: Figure 2.4 shows electrons and positrons absolute spectra, and the unexpected
increase in positrons fraction is reflected in single positrons spectrum.
It then plainly follows that positrons in CRs must generate not only in the processes
mentioned before, but either a modification in acceleration and propagation models for
positrons component is needed, or a primary component of e` has to be devised.
Moreover, in the Bulanov and Dogel propagation setup (see Eqn. 1.20), we have
γe` „ γp ` δ2 ` 0.5 (2.4)
but, since observed data on protons give us γp „ 2.7˜ 2.8 above 20 GeV, this would
imply a much steeper spectrum for positrons: instead, data provides us γe` „ 2.8. This
clearly shows that positrons cannot be only generated from secondary (i.e. spallation)
processes. The natural background generated by spallation processes must hough be
integrated with an extra component: it has be found that a charge-symmetric component
is required, which source spectrum has to be [44]
Npe˘q9E´γextrae´ EEextra (2.5)
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where γextra „ 1.5 and the cutoff energy is Eextra „ 1TeV
The nature of this so-called extra component is still under debate, with Astrophysical
sources opposing scenarios with Dark Matter annihilation. Many particle candidates
have been proposed for the Dark Matter component, where the most widely studied
are Weakly Interacting Massive Particles: in Chapter 5 I will consider some Dark Matter
candidates, and consider their contribution to positrons spectra.
As for Astrophysical sources, Pulsars are the most endorsed candidates, since they
appear to have all the required characteristics: their magnetospheres are well-known
particle accelerators, and electrons accelerated this way are expected to produce signif-
icant electromagnetic cascades, with pair-production processes.
Positrons and electrons generated in such an environment are supposed to escape in
the interstellar medium with a much harder spectrum than secondary-produced ones:
Pulsar produced positrons may dominate high energy regions in e` spectrum. Finally,
it must be underline that high-energy positrons are likely to suffer heavy energy losses:
because of that only a few nearby Pulsars are supposed to significantly contribute to
those spectra.
In Chapter 4 I will consider Astrophysical sources, showing the supposed contribu-
tion of nearby Pulsars and SNRs and investigating their effective impact on positrons
spectra, while in Chapter 5 I will provide a small analysis on Dark Matter candidates.
2.2 AMS-02 Space Observatrory
AMS-02 (Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer) detector started its operation on ISS in May
2011: one of its goals is to provide an accurate measurement of the CRs electrons and
positrons spectra, as well as position ratio up to 350 GeV.
It includes nine planes of a high precision Silicon Tracker, which measures the coordi-
nates of charged particles in the magnetic field; a Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)
and four planes of Time Of Flight (TOF) counters, measuring charge and coordinates of
particle transiting with speed near to c; an array of Anticoincidence Counters (ACC); a
permanent magnet producing a field of„ 0.14 Tesla, and, as inner tracker, a Ring Imag-
ing Cˇerenkov (RICH) detector (that can measure both velocity and charge of particles)
and an Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL), which can estimate energy of electrons,
positrons and gamma rays.
One of the main goals of AMS-02 collaboration is the search for Antimatter. The
observatory is in fact collecting data on Antiprotons and Antideuterium spectra: the
first is in fact useful to test propagation model, and can be also helpful in verify possi-
ble contributions from exotic sources; the latter can also endorse statement concerning
the revelation of Dark Matter signatures. Moreover, exploring AntiHelium-to-Helium
flux ratio, AMS-02 aims to put a new, more sensitive upper limit to this quantity: this
will require a great amount of data and an unprecedented accuracy for the observatory
instruments.
AMS-02 is planned to gather data for over 10 years: this would allow us to explore also
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long term variation of the CRs fluxes or composition on a very wide energy range: in
particular, AMS is collecting data on the electrons and positrons spectra, from 0.5 to 350
GeV. both PAMELA and AMS-02 agree to show a spectral hardening, which mean that
AMS too found evidence of the positrons anomaly.
As well as positrons fraction, AMS collaboration investigated also all the other
components of CRs: they provided accurate measurement of nuclear components; I
made use of Boron, Carbon and protons fluxes for my analysis. Boron-to-Carbon
preliminary data are quite in agreement with PAMELA statement, while protons spectra
shows a slightly different shape.
They also recently released positrons and electrons absolute spectra, which are the main
data sets we try to interpret in this work.
In addition, Dark Matter signatures search is preeminent in AMS-02 purposes: following
PAMELA footprints, AMS-02 is looking for any features in positrons, protons or gamma
rays spectra that could be explain by Dark Matter (especially neutralinos) annihilation.
Once again the positrons anomaly could be one of them.
2.2.1 AMS-02: an overview of the most useful results
Again, I will provide a small review of AMS-02 results I found useful during my work.
Since a lot of this outcomes are still preliminary, I will sometimes provide a simple
comparison with PAMELA results.
As for Boron-to-Carbon data sets, for example, PAMELA outcome is shown in Figure
2.6, together with AMS-02 preliminary B/C ratio [81]: the two data set are compatible
with each other, while PAMELA error bars are quite bigger than AMS-02 one. For this
reason, when using B/C ratio to set diffusion parameters, I tuned my simulations on
AMS-02 data, for more accuracy: however, Figure 2.6 shows that, because of the bigger
errors, PAMELA data set overlaps AMS-02 mostly everywhere, meaning that results
tuned on AMS-02 B/C are compatible also with PAMELA ratio.
I also made use of AMS-02 preliminary protons spectra, to provide a qualitative
comparison with PAMELA protons spectra.
Concerning leptonic components, AMS-02 was able to confirm PAMELA findings
about positrons. As already said, Figure 2.3 compares PAMELA results with different
outcomes, including AMS-02 data set [13]: it is evident that both PAMELA and AMS-
02 detected the sharp increasing in the positrons fraction. Again, AMS-02 provided
absolute electrons and positrons spectra: Figure 2.4 shows PAMELA absolute e` and
e´ spectra, compared with AMS-02 ones and with and evident effect due to solar
modulation in the low energy region [14].
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Figure 2.6. PAMELA [11] and AMS-02 preliminary Boron-to-Carbon ratios [81]. It is evident
that the two data sets are compatible with each other.
Chapter 3
Setting propagation models against
CR nuclear data
As we did see, hadronic CRs travel very far from their point of origin: they leave the
galactic plane and spread across the halo. Since as we already know the diffusion
coefficient increases with rigidity, high energy CRs are favored in their escape, meaning
that the observed spectrum differs significantly from the injection spectrum.
While studying CRs diffusion, a crucial role is played by Diffusion parameters: their
value characterizes the diffusion model we are using, and can be determined fitting
different sets of data. Let’s examine in detail these parameters and all the astrophysical
inputs that play a role in CRs diffusion, and see how to handle them.
• Source function, in particular the injection index α: generally described by a func-
tion Spr, z, θ, pq, the source function has a spatial and a momentum dependance.
The first one is not known with great precision, since unluckily SuperNovae Rem-
nants catalogue are not complete, and astrophysical parameters has to be devised
through analysis of other objects (as Pulsars, OB stars, etc.). The momentum de-
pendance is supposed to be a power law, which slope is called injection index: this
index is supposed to be„ ´2, deriving from Fermi acceleration mechanism1 [32].
Working with DRAGON we assumed a general form for the source term:
QipEk, r, zq “ fspatialpr, zqqi0
ˆ
ρpEkq
ρ0
˙´αi
(3.1)
Here, qi0 are the injection abundances for the various nuclear species (tuned by
comparing observed spectra with simulated and modulated ones), and ´αi the
relative injection indexes. As for the spatial dependence of the source function,
DRAGON allows users to choose among different distributions, such as a distri-
bution based on Ferrière paper [51], a distribution based on Lorimer paper [73], a
1Non linear acceleration mechanisms also can be present: these mechanisms leads to a slightly distorted
spectrum, with respect to the one obtained by linear acceleration mechanisms.
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Arm K (rad) r0 (kpc) θ0 (rad)
1 (Norma arm) 4.45 3.48 0
2 (Sagittarius-Carina arm) 4.25 3.48 3.14
3 (Perseus arm) 4.89 4.90 2.52
4 (Crux-Scutum arm) 4.89 4.90 -0.62
Table 3.1. Table summing up the different values for spiral arms parameters. From [23]
distribution based on Blasi work [23] and a distribution based on Galprop [94] [95].
In particular, my work was bring forth using the distribution based on P. Blasi
paper, i.e. [23], which convolutes a Ferrière distribution with a spiral structure for
sources.
For this setup, the z distribution of sources is the same as in a distribution without
spirals, i.e. f pzq “ Azzgalaxy expp´|z|{zgalaxyq, where Az is a normalization constant. As
for the radial distribution, we implemented 4 different spiral arms, each 0.3 kpc
wide. The radial position is drawn randomly from a non-spirals radial distribu-
tion: at this point a random natural number is chosen between 1 and 4, with a
flat distribution, thus selecting the galactic arm the source lies in. The angular
position along each arm associated to the source follows the relation:
θprq “ Klog
ˆ
r
r0
˙
` θ0 (3.2)
For the K, r0 and θ0 parameters we followed [23]: the values for these parameters,
which differs depending on the arm, are summed in Table 3.1
Introducing a 3D spiral-based distribution for the sources in simulations is a fairly
new feature, and has been made possible by DRAGON 3D setup. A small study
of the incidence of implementing a 3D pattern for sources can be find in Section4.1
Concerning α instead, we adopted the same spectra index for all nuclei. However,
the index α is not known:to determine the value of alpha, a data fit is necessary.
In fact, a degeneration occurs between δ and γ0, and at very high energy (i.e. for
Ek " 100 GeV/n), the observed propagated slope obeys the equality α`δ “ γ [52]:
this correspond to requiring that at very high energy (i.e. far from low energy
effects) the observed spectrum reproduces the propagated one.
• Gas Distribution function, ngas, can be approximated as a function depending on
r and z. Gas distribution affects greatly CRs diffusion, since secondary production
(e.g. Boron production) depends on the density of target nuclei, mostly Hydrogen,
laying on the way of incoming CRs. For the gas distribution, we adopted the
following parametrization:
– For molecular Hydrogen, H2, we assumed the distribution by Bronfman et
al., [28];
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– For atomic Hydrogen, HI, we assumed the distribution by Gordon and Bur-
ton [57], but renormalized following the vertical distribution of Dickey and
Lockman [45];
– for the ionized Hydrogen,HII we adopted the distribution byCordes et al. [39].
• Cosmic Photon Field triggers losses in CRs energy since it’s involved in Inverse
Compton processes (see Section 1). Inverse Compton happens when a charged
particle yields part of its energy to a photon [83].
• Cross sections and branching ratios of all species involved in the spallation
processes that takes place along CRs propagation. We made use of the compiled
data from Galprop group.
• Diffusion coefficient, D: to describe this feature, it can be useful to remind that
the Galactic Regular Magnetic Field can be considered azimuthally symmetric. It
follows that the diffusion process can be treated in an cylindrical symmetric set,
which simplify considerably the argument. In a cylindrical symmetric set only
the perpendicular Diffusion Coefficient DK is relevant. As I did state before, DK
dependence on rigidity is assumed to be DK9D0Rδ.
D0 is the Diffusion Coefficient Normalization and it differs according to vari-
ous Diffusion models. Given the model, D0 can be determined through fitting
Secondary-to-Primary data set. Boron-to-Carbon data set are really interesting,
since their fluxes are great enough to provide a good tool to constrain diffusion
parameters. Moreover, the cross section for these two species are known with
good accuracy, and since Boron is a purely secondary species generating by spal-
lation by Carbon primaries, B/C is a very good specimen of Secondary-to-Primary
ratio. In fact, increasing D0 value causes higher diffusion, thus inferior secondary
production and a lower Boron-to-Carbon ratio. Vice versa, lowering D0 values
causes higher secondary production, therefore higher Boron-to-Carbon ratios.
δ is the Diffusion Coefficient Index, and affect the slope of the energy spectrum.
To gain information about δ is again useful to turn to Boron-to-Carbon energy
spectra. A Leaky Box Model2, for a primary species after propagation, gives us :
N1
τesc
` N1
τint
„ QpEq (3.4)
2The Leaky Box model is a simplified setup in which CRs are supposed to propagate freely through
the Galaxy (parameterized as a cylindrical box) and reflected at the boundaries: losses are represented by
a non-zero probability of escape any time a particle meets the boundary.
Leaky Box equation for nuclear species j in the stationary regime states:
N j
τescpEq ` nvσ
jN j “ Q jpEq `
ÿ
heavierk
nvσkjNk (3.3)
where Q is a source term, σ j the destruction inelastic cross section and σkj is the spallation cross section;
τesc is the escape time, that can be estimate with study on radioactive species in CRs and it’s found to be
shorter at greater energies.
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Were τint is the time of interaction. At high energy τint " τesc, hence N1τesc „ QpEq,
but we also have that the spectrum at the source QpEq9E´γ0 , where γ0 is the
spectral index at the source. On the other hand, since the Leaky Box model for a
primary species predicts DpEq91{τesc9Eδ, we have
N1 „ QpEqτesc9E´γ0´δ (3.5)
For a secondary species, instead
N2
τesc
` N2
τint
“ P2,1
τint
N1 (3.6)
Hence we can estimate the secondary-to-primary ratio as
N2
N1
“ P2,1 τint
´1
τint´1 ` τesc´1 „ P2,1
τexp
τint
(3.7)
and for the high energy limit this becomes
N2
N1
9E´δ (3.8)
This means that greater values of δ steepen the curve representing Secondary-
to-Primary ratio, while a smaller δ tends to give us a flatter output. Hence,
Boron-to-Carbon ratio gives us reliable information about δ parameter, especially
at high energy. Low energy effects3, instead, can be parametrized setting the
following dependence in DK (see Section 1):
DK9D0βηRδ (3.9)
Here, η is again a parameter that can be set looking at the low energy part of
Boron-to-Carbon curves. In particular, we introduce a dependance on β because
at low energies CRs can themselves dissipate the Alfvénic waves they are traveling
into (see for example [84]). The η parameter has been introduced following [78].
Finally, a spatial dependence of DK can be introduced: we set to DK9exp
´
z
zt
¯
, in
which zt is a free parameter. In our simulation we put L “ 3zt.This z dependance
allows us to obtain results which are independent from boundary effects. More-
over, it consent to obtain a more realistic CRs distribution after propagation. In
fact, this dependence allows us to implement CRs escape, since at z ě zt the dif-
fusion coefficient sharply increases, thus reproducing a quickly CRs escape from
the Disk region.
Our Diffusion Coefficients ends up to be in the form:
DK “ D0βηRδexp
ˆ
z
zt
˙
(3.10)
3Low energy effects include solar modulation (see Section 1.5), energy losses due to ionization, con-
vection and reacceleration (see Section 3.3.2). Convection and reacceleration affects only low energy CRs
because they are slow effects, with respect to the residence time of high energy CRs in the Galaxy: since
energetic CRs escape from the Galaxy really fast, convection and reacceleration do not affect them.
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• Halo Thickness, zt, it’s a parameter representing the thickness of the Halo, and
which value is is known with a large uncertainty. It’s important to notice that
a degeneration occurs between D0 and zt, i.e. given zt in a reasonable range it’s
always possible to find a value for D0 reproducing the correct normalization of
the propagated spectrum of a single primary species. In section 3.3.1 I will present
the effect of varying zt on D0, while studying other features requires a fixed zt.
Estimates on zt has been obtained by using radioactive clocks, i.e the Be10{Be9
ratios, as well as exploiting the dependence on zt of the synchrotron emission
flux at different galactic latitudes , showing that values for the Halo thickness
smaller than 1 kpc and greater than 15 kpc are disfavoured. [27] [43]. Another
important parameter is the Height of Diffusive Halo, L. The galaxy can effectively
be represented as a cylinder of radius ρ „ 20Kpc, and we name L the Half-Height
of this cylinder, i.e. the area in which diffusion takes place. This parameter defines
the height at which CRs escapes, from the Galaxy. i.e. N “ 0 at z = L. The value
of L is also in principle unknown, and we assume L = 3zt .
• Convective Wind Speed,vc, generated by Interstellar Medium flowing away from
the disk (i.e. a sort of ”galactic wind”). This vc causes adiabatic energy losses that
goes like ÝÑ∇ ¨ ÝÑv c and is supposed to be perpendicular to the galactic plane and
constant in volume [98]. The exact form of this wind is unknown, although several
authors did give some upper limits to vc [82] [76].
• Alfvén Velocity, vA: as we did see before, this feature is closely connected with
reacceleration. Again, given a diffusion model, the value of vA can be inferred by
antiprotons and, as we will present in further analysis, positrons spectra [42]. We
will also show that varying the value of the Alfvén velocity for a given diffusion
model affects Boron-to-Carbon ratio: increasing vA moves the bump of the B/C
curve towards higher energy.
As said before, vA plays a role in the quasi linear theory, since it correlates the
spatial diffusion coefficient Dxx with the diffusion coefficient int the space of
momenta Dpp: Dpp » p
2vA2
Dxx .
It’s important to underline that many configuration of L, D0, δ, vc and vA leads to the
same Boron-to-Carbon Ratio: it’s called a degeneration of diffusion parameter. We will
see in further sections some of this configurations, corresponding to different models
for CRs Diffusion.
• Solar Modulation affects CRs propagating through Heliosphere. A more accurate
description of this effect can be found in Section 1.5
Among the various diffusion model I focused my analysis on three reference models,
and then made use of AMS-02 and PAMELA Boron-to-Carbon ratios (see Section 3.1),
as well as protons data sets (see Section 3.2.1), to derive a setup that best fits these data.
The reference models we chose are the following:
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1. KOL diffusion model is characterized by δ „ 0.33. It’s based on Kolmogorov
model for turbulence in which the energy spectrum as a function of K (i.e. the
inverse of the length scale) is
EpKq9K´ 53 (3.11)
This model require, as we will see, a strong reacceleration: we devised a value for
vA for this model, i.e. vA “ 35Kms (see Table 3.2).
2. KRA diffusion model requires δ „ 0.5 . According to Kraichnan turbulence model,
the energy spectrum is
EpKq9K´ 32 (3.12)
This model too requires reacceleration, and again we devised the corresponding
value for vA, i.e. vA “ 15Kms (see Table 3.2).
3. PD (Plain Diffusion) model, is characterized by δ “ 0.6 and vA = 0. It’s a model in
which reacceleration and convection are absent.
All this models need to be tested against some experimental data set, to determinate
their agreement with observations. We will see that Boron-to-Carbon ratio sets are really
useful to discern among these diffusion models, since they give us information about
quite a lot of diffusion parameters: but, first of all, let’s focus on how these parameters
work.
3.1 Testing models: Boron-to-Carbon ratio
Since Boron is a purely secondary species while Carbon, its main progenitor, is primary,
the shape of Boron-to-Carbon ratio is seriously modified by changes in δ, zt, D0 and
vA.It is also a quantity measured with great accuracy, which makes it very dependable
to test diffusion models. Moreover, the ratio of two nuclei of similar Z is less sensitive
to systematic errors than fluxes of a single nuclear species or other ratios of nuclei with
more distant Z, and the cross section for Boron production are very well known, even
better than those of other secondary species. Through DRAGON, for the first time we
were able to model Boron and Carbon propagation in 3D mode.
Thus, Boron-to-Carbon (B/C) ratios give us very valuable information to set diffusion
parameters: low energy region (i.e. ď 10GeV) are in fact affected by reacceleration and
modulation, hence by vA and φ, while higher energy reason can be use to set δ and D0
in our models.
I plotted DRAGON output against B/C data from AMS-02 and from PAMELA. To
produce an output I choose the following setup:
• 3D description of the Galaxy: we set a grid of 81x81x21 (x, y, z resolution respec-
tively) points, with Rmax = 12 kpc. Here we consider fix zt “ 4 kpc, it follows
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L=12 kpc (we choose to set L “ 3zt). Moreover, because of the exponential form
of the Diffusion Coefficient upon z, i.e. D9expp zzt q, Dpzq becomes a constant after
fixing zt: we can now set δ and D0 by comparison with AMS-02 data at high
energies, .
• Spallation cross section following Galprop compilation of data.
We focused on the three model described before: KRA model, PD model and KOL
model.
PD model is characterized by δ “ 0.6, and I found my best reproduction of B/C data
with the setup (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.6, 2.8, 0., -0.4). For this value of delta, still, is rather
complicated to fit B/C ratios: in fact, the absence of reacceleration makes difficult to
reproduce B/C trend in the low energy region, since small values of vA causes a great
production of secondary species (such as Boron). Hence, an overestimate of B/C ratios
in low energy region occurs with PD model as shown in Figure 3.1. Nevertheless, low
energy regions are affected by modulation, hence the uncertainties involved in its treat-
ment makes that discrepancy not very significant. Examining the curve corresponding
to PD model in Figure 3.1, however, is evident that a more striking disagreement arises
in the high energy regions, not affected by modulation.
It’s therefore suggested that PD model seems to disagree with AMS-02 experimental
data.
KOL model assumes δ “ 0.3. Models of these kind have been often proposed to
describe CR data (see for example [97]). It’s a model in which strong reacceleration
takes place. No real evidence based on B/C fitting can be provided to discharge KOL
model. As we can see in figure 3.1, KOL model, although imprecise in the high energy
region, reproduce quite well the low energy section. This result can be obtained with
the setup (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.33, 4.7, 35., 1.).
A KRA-like model provides the best description of B/C and protons data. According
to Figure 3.1, we devised a KRA-like model that can be quite accurate in reproducing
every region of the Boron-to-Carbon ratio, thus becoming a fine candidate as our ref-
erence model to explain CRs diffusion. The good result shown in Figure 3.1 can be
obtained with the setup (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.42, 3.2, 15., -0.4). A résumé of the different
setups and respective diffusion models can be found in Table 3.2
I then investigated how these three models reproduce protons spectra: also, for
KRA-like model, I provide some test on protons injection index. Moreover,as we will
see in the following chapters, I investigated the role of zt, normalization and vA still
in the KRA-like setup, varying their values to determinate how the model reacts. The
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Figure 3.1. Plot of DRAGON output for PD, KRA and KOL models against AMS-02 and
PAMELA B/C ratio. My best setups are ( i.e. (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.6, 2.8, 0., -0.4)) for PD model,
(δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.42, 3.2, 15., -0.4) for KRA-like model and (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.33,4.7, 35., 1.) for
KOL model. The modulation potential has been set to 0.50 GV
Model δ D0 (ˆ1028cm2/s) vA (Kms ) η γextra Eextra cutoff (TeV)
KOL 0.33 4.7 35. 1. 1.7 10
KRA-like 0.42 3.2 15. 1. 1.7 10
PD 0.60 2.8 0. -0.4 1.7 10
Table 3.2. Table summing up the diffusion parameters for the three diffusion models taken
into consideration. All the values refer to a Halo thickness zt = 4 kpc: a further analysis on
zt variation has been bring forth and it’s presented in Section 3.3.1, though it only refers to a
KRA diffusion model.
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Model Normalized χ2 (AMS-02 B/C)
KOL 1.133803
KRA-like 1.225639
PD 1.84765 7
Table 3.3. Table summing up χ2 values for every diffusion model, against AMS-02 B/C data
set. It must be underlined again that the analysis took place only for AMS-02 B/C because of
the smaller error bars, and for E/nuc greater than 10 GeV i.e. the tail of the data set. This has
been brought forth to minimize the effect of solar modulation on my analysis.
reason why I brought forth my analysis only in the KRA-like setup can be devised from
Table 3.3, which sums up values of normalized χ2 for different models with respect with
AMS-02 B/C data set: it is plainly evident that KRA-like model is our best model, since
presents a satisfactory χ2 (please note that from this point on, I will refer simply as "χ2",
meaning the reduced χ2) .
3.2 Testing models: protons and Helium spectra
As well as Boron and Carbon, other nuclear species play a fundamental role in the
determination of some parameters. In particular, I focused on protons spectra (with
which I bring forth a small test on the injection index of this component) and Helium
spectra.
3.2.1 Proton spectra
Proton spectra play a very important role in calculating secondary leptonic spectra,
especially when it comes to positrons spectra.
In fact, supposing that SNRs do not produce a significant positrons flux, it follows that
the bulk of positrons production comes from interaction between CRs protons and the
ISM (i.e. positrons are a secondary species): this means that the secondary component
of positrons spectrum has to have the same injection spectral index of the protons
spectrum.
Unluckily, we will soon see that a mere secondary component is not enough to represent
positrons spectra observed by PAMELA.
Nevertheless, protons can also used to compare diffusion models. Most prominently,
Figure 3.2 shows different diffusion models plotted against PAMELA data set. Each
model χ2, as well as relative modulation potentials φ, are summed up in Table 3.4 for
PAMELA dataset.
To provide a further analysis of protons spectra, I investigated the effect of injection
index variation, comparing DRAGON simulations with AMS-02 preliminary data and
PAMELA 2009 data set (a best fit for γprot relative to PAMELA protons data can be found
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Figure 3.2. Plots showing DRAGON simulation for protons spectra with KOL, KRA-like and
PD diffusion models plotted against PAMELA experimental data.
Model Φ (GV) χ2 PAMELA
KOL 0.65 0.961431
KRA-like 0.55 1.077146
PD 0.55 0.994312
Table 3.4. Table summing up χ2 values and modulation potentials for every diffusion model,
against PAMELA data set. It must be underlined that the analysis took place only for energy
greater than 10 GeV i.e. the tail of the data set. This has been brought forth to minimize the
effect of solar modulation on my analysis.
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γprot normalized χ2
2.34 2.740793
2.35 2.157407
2.37 1.376663
2.39 1.394309
2.40 1.101654
2.45 1.077146
Table 3.5. Table summing up χ2 values for every γprot analyzed, against PAMELA data set, for
KRA model. Again, to minimize the effect of solar modulation on my analysis, the analysis
took place only for rigidity greater than 10 GV, i.e. the tail of the data set.
in [53]). All the simulation took place in a KRA setup, with diffusion parameters set as
in Section 3.1.
It is worth to note that PAMELA data set shows a spectral hardening above 240 GeV, but
this feature does not seem to be confirmed by AMS-02 preliminary data. However, this
feature does not remarkably affects secondary positrons and electron spectra, meaning
that our results are not significantly influenced by this supposed hardening.
PAMELA 2009-2012 data set
PAMELA collaboration released their 2009-2012 data set as protons flux-versus-kinetic
energy per nucleon. I plotted DRAGON outputs in the same units.
Following [53], I investigated values of injection index around that best fit value found
by Maccione, Grasso, Di Bernardo and Evoli for PAMELA 2009-2010 data set, i.e γprot “
2.35: in particular I choose to examine γprot= 2.34, 2.35, 2.37, 2.30, 2.40 and 2.45.
Table 3.5 shows my results for a χ2 analysis, while figure 3.3 shows the plot for my best
value of γprot.
This shows slight disagreement with [53]: in the article, in fact, the authors found a
value for γprot “ 2.35 to be a good fit for 2009-2010 PAMELA data set. I have been using
a different data set for PAMELA, i.e. 2009-20012 data set extracted from the Cosmic Rays
Data Base, and my χ2 analysis points to a value for γprot “ 2.45: this value is slightly
different from the one in [53]. However, it must be underlined that my analysis only
relies on a simple χ2 computation: a further, best-fit analysis on 2009-2012 PAMELA
data set is necessary, to better investigate protons injection index.
AMS-02 preliminary data set
AMS-02 collaboration released its preliminary data in form of flux-versus-rigidity plots.
I manage to convert these preliminary data in the form of protons flux-versus-kinetic
energy per nucleon, to make a better comparison with PAMELA dataset.
I choosed to use the same values of γprot examined during PAMELA data analysis. As
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Figure 3.3. Plots showing DRAGON output for protons spectra plotted against PAMELA
experimental data, for my best value of γprot, i.e. γprot “ 2.45. Modulation potential is φ = 0.60
GV
for the modulation potential, I set φ “ 0.65.
I proceeded as before, plotting every γprot examined, although since AMS-02 data are
preliminary this is more a qualitative analysis than a rigorous one. It was again clearly
evident that lower values of γprot are unsuitable to represent experimental data. Plots
of the most accurate data reproductions are shown in Figure 3.4.
AMS-02 data set too reject strongly lower values of γprot: best estimate of γprot seems
to lie around the value 2.35. It should be noted that, even if best γprot seems to be
2.35, AMS-02 data are only preliminary, and this results can not be be used to provide
constraint on protons injection index. After the release of definitive data set it will be
possible to perform a more accurate statistical analysis, as well as to provide a best fit
value for γprot.
3.2.2 Helium Spectra
PAMELA collaboration dedicated a separated study to Helium spectra, in particular to
the differences occurring between He and p spectra. Following [7], I plotted PAMELA
data for protons and Helium together, in terms of rigidity instead of kinetic energy per
nucleon. The most remarkable features coming out from this plot (Figure 3.5) is that
protons and Helium curves have a different spectral shape, especially for rigidity above
30 GV (i.e. outside the influence of solar modulation). This in n agreement with the
analysis in Pamela paper [7]
PAMELA collaboration fitted a single power law FpRq “ F0R´γR through their data
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(a) Protons spectrum with γprot=2.34
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(b) Protons spectrum with γprot=2.35
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Figure 3.4. Plots showing DRAGON outputs for protons spectra for a KRA-like diffusion
model and zt =4 plotted against AMS-02 preliminary experimental data. Modulation potential
is φ “ 0.65.
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Figure 3.5. Plots showing PAMELA data for Helium and protons spectra (rescaled flux vs.
rigidity).
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set, between 30 GV and 1 TV: the resulting spectral index are
γp
R “ 2.820˘ 0.003pstatq ˘ 0.005psysq (3.13)
γHe
R “ 2.732˘ 0.005pstatq´0.003`0.008psysq (3.14)
(3.15)
thus showing a „ 0.1 discrepancy between the curves.
To investigate this peculiar behaviour I analyzed DRAGON simulation against
PAMELA data. Helio was propagated with the same injection spectral index of protons,
γp,He “ 2.35: the plot is displayed in Figure 3.6. The corresponding χ2 is shown in Table
3.6, where only data with energy greater than 10 GeV are considered, so that solar mod-
ulation does not play a role. The plot relates to the KRA-like setup, with (δ,D0, vA, η) =
(0.42, 3.2, 15., -0.4) with modulation potential φ = 0.45 GV.
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Figure 3.6. Plot of DRAGON output for Helium spectra plotted against PAMELA data set.
Plot refers to a KRA-like model with setup (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.42, 3.2, 15., -0.4). The modulation
potential has been set to 0.45 GV
It is evident from χ2 that γ “ 2.35 is a good enough estimate for protons, while the
agreement between Helium data and DRAGON simulation is slightly worse. It should
be worth to bring forth an analysis on this particular feature, to investigate further the
peculiarity of Helium spectra.
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γHe χ2
2.35 2.736358
Table 3.6. Table showing χ2 values for γHe= 2.35, against PAMELA Helium data set. Again,
the analysis took place only for energy greater than 10 GeV, to minimize the effect of solar
modulation on my study.
zt (kpc) D0 (ˆ1028cm2/s) χ2 AMS-02
2 1.7 1.259815
4 3.2 1.844579
6 4.2 1.893578
8 4.2 1.409783
10 4.5 1.406083
12 5.3 1.560176
Table 3.7. Table summing up D0 values for every zt. Also, χ2 relative to AMS-02 B/C data are
shown, to support the claim that these value for D0 actually are a good estimate.
3.3 Low-energy effects
Again, two further diffusion parameter that can heavily influence low energy regionare
of great interest when we come to study leptonic CRs spectra : to complete my review of
low-energy effect I focused my study on the effects of varying zt, i.e. the Halo thickness
occurs, and vA, i.e. the Alfvén velocity, separately.
3.3.1 Study on the Halo thickness zt
Since, as we did see in the beginning of Chapter 3, a degeneration arises betweenD0 and
zt, studying the effects of varying the halo thickness cannot leave aside determination
of D0: in fact, for every zt whe choose, it is necessary to vary D0 in order to correctly
reproduce B/C data. I first set the values of zt I was planning to analyze: my choice fell
on six value of zt, i.e. zt = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 kpc. For each value, I set forth to find the
best D0 values: result plots are shown in Figure 3.7, as well as in Table 3.7.
In every DRAGON run we did set L=3zt.
We did verify that all zt simulate roughly in the same way protons spectra (PAMELA
dataset and AMS-02 preliminary data set): all different models for the Halo thickness are
able to reproduce experimental data, and Figure 3.8 supports this by showing protons
spectra simulated with three different value of zt, against PAMELA 2009-2012 data set.
Thus, using B/C and protons spectra, we were able to devise a propagation setup
for every value of zt: it’s a study based on nuclear data set. In Section 4.1.2, on the
other hand, a study of the effect of varying zt has been brought forth using electrons
and positrons spectra: this would allow us to determine a "best value" for zt, as well
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Figure 3.7. DRAGON output plotted against B/C data from AMS-02 (red dots) and PAMELA
(blue dots), for various zt values and a modulation poential of 0.45 GV: the correspondent D0
are summed up in Table 3.7.
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Figure 3.8. Plots showing DRAGON outputs for protons spectra, for three different values of
zt (for φ = 0.45 GV).
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as to investigate some in detail the effect of propagation on the spatial distribution of
leptonic species.
For what concern the secondary-to-primary nuclei ratio, instead, varying zt simply
amount to a rescaling of D0.
3.3.2 Study on the effect of the Alfvén velocity
The second feature I focus my analysis on is the effect of changing the value of Alfvén
velocity, i.e. introducing a stronger (or weaker) reacceleration in the model. I brought
on this study for zt = 4 kpc (for a justification for this choice, see Section 4.1.2; moreover,
we expect that zt and vA variation are independent, i.e. for every zt we expect the same
effect from varying vA): I only varied vA values, while δ remained the one devised in
previous sections. I have set D0 to reproduce B/C data. As we can see in Figure 3.9
changing the value of vA significantly affects Boron-to-Carbon curves: in agreement
with Section 3.1, the greater effect takes place at lower energy, i.e. E ď 20 GeV. It
is evident that increasing vA comport a steepening of the curve “bump”: it’s plainly
manifest in Figure 3.9, where the yellow curve represent the highest Alfvén velocity
investigated in my study (i.e. vA=25 Kms ), while the purple one represent the lowest
value taken into account, in this case. vA=11 Kms . Furthermore, it appears that the curve
bump4 is shifted towards greater energies if Alfvén velocity is higher.
An explanation of these phenomena can occur if we consider that increasing the
Alfvén velocity implies to introduce a stronger reacceleration in our model: this mean
that nuclei are "shifted" from low energy to higher ones: this may explain why the peak
in B/C curves moves to higher energy when vA increases.
Figure 3.9 also helps us to devise a good estimate for vA: in fact, it indicates that vA=15
Km
s shows a pretty good agreement between DRAGON output and Boron-to-Carbon
data.
4The reason for this bump is that reaccelerated particles have spent more time traveling through ISM
comparing with high-energy-produced ones. This means that they had more chances to interact with ISM
and so producing more secondaries.
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Figure 3.9. Plot showing curves corresponding to different values of vA, for a KRA-like model
with zt=4, plotted against PAMELA (blue dots) and AMS-02 (red dots) B/C data: vA = 11Kms
(purple line), vA = 15 Kms (red line), vA = 20
Km
s (blue line), vA = 22
Km
s (green line) and vA = 25
Km
s (yellow line). The modulation potential ha been set to φ “ 0.45 GV, while dashed lines
represent unmodulated spectra.
Chapter 4
e` and e´ spectra: my results with
astrophysical sources
As already said, some astrophysical sources are good candidate to explain the required
extra component. In Section 2.1.2 we showed that a primary component of electrons
and positrons peaked at about 1 TeV is required to explain features exhibited by experi-
mental data. On the other hand, astrophysical object such as SuperNovae Remnants are
considered to be the actual cosmic accelerator which can provide a background particle
spectrum consistent with data.
Also, in [53] the injection power required for protons, electron background, and e˘ extra
component sources in the Galaxy was computed. It was obtained:
• Wp „ 1057 GeV/Myr;
• We´ „ 1055 GeV/Myr;
• Wextra „ 1054 GeV/Myr,
and [53] showed that this quantities are quite stable for variation of diffusion model,
halo thickness and also extra component energy cutoff.
Exploding SNs, with a rate of about two SNs deflagration per century, release in the
ISM a kinetic power of WSNR „ 1058 GeV/Myr: this is compatible with the claim that
CRs protons and electrons get accelerated in SNRs; with DRAGON, we were able to
estimate this emitted power by numerical integration, We expect a required energy of
about 10% for nuclei production; on the other hand, for electron production, we expect
this value to be quite smaller, because of energy losses in the acceleration region.
As for the extra component, instead, the required efficiency depends on the mechanism
we invoke to explain its presence: in fact, a very small efficiency (i.e. „ 10´4) is re-
quired to account for the extra component if the latter is produced in SNR by secondary
production at the shock (see Section 4.2.2). Galactic Pulsar population, on the other
hand, can also be a suitable source for the extra component, since the mean spin-down
luminosity released by a mature Pulsar is about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
the kinetic energy of a SNR [90]: the required efficiency for pair production is to be
53
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„ 1˜10% [66], and we will see in Section 4.3.2 that this value is quite smaller than those
required if only few nearby Pulsars are adduced to explain the positron excess.
In this Chapter we assume that the extra component is powered by astrophysical sources
as SNRs or Pulsars, and we try to reproduce observations under this condition.
In the following sections, at first I will show the importance of assuming a realistic
distribution for the sources in the Galactic arms, also presenting my results with this
particular source distribution; then I will provide a quick look on SuperNovae Rem-
nants and Pulsars mechanism. In the last section I will analyze the contribution to
lepton spectra by a selection of very near (less than a Kpc away) sources located in the
proximity of Earth.
4.1 Sources in Galactic spiral arms
It is common knowledge that our Galaxy has a spiral arm configuration: this structure
must be taken into account when modeling CRs origin and propagation. DRAGON
code, as we did see, can operate in 3D mode, thus allowing us to reproduce these fea-
tures and evaluate their effect on CRs spectra.
Star formation, hence SNRs explosions, takes place mainly in the spiral arms. It is inter-
esting to note that our solar system lies between the Sagittarius arm and Perseus arm,
hence in region with a lower density of CR source. Therefore, bulk of CR electrons and
positrons reaching the Earth must come from a larger distance respect to the continuos
source distribution case.
This means that high energy CRs traveling towards the Earth are to experience more
energy losses than you could expect in a uniformly-distributed sources scenario. In fact,
without the spiral pattern, an injection index for electrons of γe´ = 2.65 is required: this
is really unrealistic, since from Fermi accelerating mechanism we expect a γe´ „ 2: with
a spiral arm structure, energy losses play a great role, thus enabling us to implement
more realistic values for γe´ .
In our DRAGON simulation we tried to reproduce CRs e˘ by imposing a realis-
tic distribution of sources, i.e. a spiral pattern distribution for SNRs. In addition,
we assumed the same spatial distribution for extra-component sources and primary-
component sources.
To realize how important the impact of a spiral structure is, I reported Figure 4.1: it
shows a comparison between DRAGON 2D and 3D outputs of the density distribution
of electron at 1, 10 and 100 GeV (from [59]) on the Galactic plane (face-on view). The
difference between spiral arm distribution and homogeneous distribution is impres-
sive: while in the spiral setup electrons clearly follows the pattern of their native arm,
in an homogeneous scenario they fill the Galaxy in a more uniform way. The effect is
more dramatic with energy increasing, due to the E2 dependence of Synchrotron and
IC energy losses.
Higher energy plots shows more markedly the effect of galactic spirals, and once again
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this confirms our assumption that a spiral distribution for sources will allow us to
reproduce more realistically electrons and positrons spectra.
It’s interesting to note that imposing a spiral pattern for cosmic rays sources does
not affect significantly protons and heavier nuclei spectra.
Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between 2D and 3D DRAGON output: panel (a), i.e.
electrons and positrons absolute spectra, shows dramatically the effect of imposing
spiral pattern in the sources. A 2D setup definitively is inadequate to reproduce e` and
e´ spectra above 20 GeV: it overestimates both electrons and positrons spectra, thus
showing that not taking into consideration energy losses in the interarm region can
seriously affect final results. On the other hand, panel (b) of Figure 4.2 shows very little
discrepancy between a 2D and a 3D setup. This suggest that the effects due to spiral
pattern compensate in some way when we consider the positrons fraction.
Thus, it plainly follows that a 3D setup with spiral distribution for sources allows us
to better reproduce electrons and positrons spectra. For this reason I simulated diffusion
for this species under 3D conditions,
4.1.1 Comparing KOL, KRA-like and PD models: leptonic spectra
Before inspecting low energy effects, I will give a quick comparison among the three
diffusion models taken into consideration, to analyze the way they reproduce leptonic
spectra.
A charge symmetric extra component has been introduced in my simulations, with
spectral index 1.7 and energy cutoff of 10 TeV.
Figure 4.3 shows DRAGON simulations, plotted through CD modulation, for each
diffusion model, against AMS-02 and PAMELA leptonic spectra. It is evident that both
PD and KRA-like model reproduce fairly well PAMELA positrons data (panel (b)), both
at low and high energies: on the other hand, KOL model seems to overestimate the
lowest energy region of the positrons spectrum. As for electrons spectra, instead, all
models can reproduce quite well low energy spectrum. In the high energy region, data
show a spectral flattening that simulations do not reproduce: because of this this feature
we will introduce, in a further Section, the contribution of nearby sources.
Panel (a) gives us very similar information: PD and KRA-like models are able to repro-
duce well positrons and electrons spectra, even if some uncertainties in the modulation
are present (see the lowest energy region of AMS-02 data). Again, simulation fails to
reproduce the highest energy region of electron spectra without a further contribution.
KOL model seems once again to be unable to reproduce low energy regions of positrons
spectra.
Figure 4.4, instead, shows DRAGON simulations for each diffusion model, plotted
against AMS-02 and PAMELA leptonic spectra, through CD modulation. Again, low
energy region in both panel (a) and panel (b) are fairly reproduced by KRA-like and PD
models.
For high energy regions, instead, AMS-02 data are not well reproduced: in fact, AMS-02
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Figure 4.1. Plots showing face-on distribution of electrons at 1, 10 and 100 GeV, for both 2D
and 3D modelization.
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Figure 4.2. Plots showing a comparison between 2D and 3D DRAGON outputs for the same
diffusion setup.
data set present a more conspicuous flattening above 100 GeV, which simulations don’t
replicate. This electron underestimate causes an increasing in the simulated positron
fraction, and thus high energy reason of AMS-02 positron spectra are not correctly re-
produce.
We will see in Section 4.3.1 and following the effect of adding a further electron contri-
bution to supply electrons underestimate.
I then proceeded to expand my analysis on low energy effects, i.e. the repercussion
of varying zt and vA on electrons and positrons spectra.
4.1.2 The influence of the Halo thickness on leptonic spectra
Now, we must remember that secondary positrons are in fact affected by zt variation.
In fact, positrons density follows the equation
Npeq “ τRVS
V
(4.1)
where R is the positrons production rate per unit of volume, and depends on the
production cross section, the gas density and CRs protons density. V and VS are the CRs
filling volume and the source volume respectively. Around E „ 1GeV CRs fill the entire
volume available, thus V9zt (since the Galaxy is approximately a cylinder in which zt
is the height). As a consequence, increasing zt causes a decrease in secondary positrons
density: it’s a sort of dilution effect, energy independent. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show
DRAGON outputs for different values of zt modulated through CD modulation. CD
plots shows both AMS-02 and PAMELA data, and the modulations are set accordingly
to the solar cycle in which the experiment took place. In this section, all the plots are
obtained with a γextra “ 1.7 and a cutoff energy is Eextra “ 10TeV.
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Figure 4.3. Plots showing a comparison among leptonic spectra simulated through three
diffusion models, PD model (blue line), KRA-like model (red line) and KOL model (green
line), for CD modulation.
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Figure 4.4. Plots showing a comparison among positron fraction simulated through three
diffusion models, PD model (blue line), KRA-like model (red line) and KOL model (green
line), for CD modulation.
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(a) Leptons under CD modulation (AMS)
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Figure 4.5. Plots showing DRAGON outputs for leptons modulated through CD during AMS
data taking and PAMELA data taking, again for different values of zt: zt = 2 Kpc (black line),
zt = 4 Kpc (blue line), zt = 6 Kpc (red line), zt = 8 Kpc (yellow line), zt = 2 Kpc (green line)
and zt = 2 Kpc (purple line). The plots are obtained with a γextra “ 1.7 and a cutoff energy is
Eextra “ 10TeV.
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Figure 4.6. Plots showing DRAGON outputs for positrons fraction, again modulated through
CD during AMS data taking and PAMELA data taking for different values of zt: zt = 2 Kpc
(black line), zt = 4 Kpc (blue line), zt = 6 Kpc (red line), zt = 8 Kpc (yellow line), zt = 2 Kpc
(green line) and zt = 2 Kpc (purple line).The plots are obtained with a γextra “ 1.7 and a cutoff
energy is Eextra “ 10TeV.
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zt (kpc) D0 (ˆ1028cm2/s) χ2 AMS χ2 PAMELA
2 1.7 1.929863 1.489494
4 3.2 1.459734 1.087383
6 4.2 2. 215300 1.542743
8 4.2 3.852243 3.460125
10 4.5 4.004175 4.266532
12 5.3 3.777519 3.441717
Table 4.1. Table summing up computed χ2 values for positrons, for every zt
Table 4.1 sums up the computed χ2 for positrons data, for all the zt values examined
and CD modulation. Table ?? instead resume computed χ2 for protons spectrum for the
same zt values.
As we can see from Table 4.1 higher values of zt seem to be disfavored, since for
every kind of modulation high-zt curves are quite incompatibles with data points.
We are then to choose a value that can reproduce positrons data sets without exces-
sive disagreement: under these premises and following Tables 4.1 and ?? we decided to
pick zt = 4 kpc as our preferred value for the Halo thickness.
It is interesting to note that his value is consistent with the value inferred by Be10{Be9 .
After knowing apart our values of zt through χ2 computation, it is of some inter-
est to examine the effect of propagation on leptonic vertical profiles.
To investigate these features, I plotted electrons and positrons distribution in the form
of contour plots, as well as profiles in z for each zt value in my analysis.
Figure 4.7, for instance, shows electrons vertical profile for four different value of E, i.e.
E = 0.5 GeV, E = 1 GeV, E = 5 GeV, and E = 10 GeV, while Figure 4.8 shows positrons
vertical profile for the same energies.
From these plots we can devise some features that confirm theoretical expectations.
First of all, at higher energies losses are more conspicuous: this is easily noted in panel
(c) and (d) of both Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Electrons (or positrons) densities in fact drops
quickly when increasing z, the effect being faster for larger energies: compare for in-
stance panel (a) and (d) of both Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
4.1.3 The influence of the Alfvén velocity on leptonic spectra
We did see in Section 3.3.2 that varying vA produce tangible effects on B/C simulated
ratio. Moreover, since varying Alfvén velocity affects secondary species, also positrons
spectra should show different features depending on the value of vA we are examining.
Particularly below 10 GeV, in fact, positrons spectrum is dominated by the secondary
component, while over 10 GeV the extra component takes over: though, it is expected
that the most prominent effect due to vA variation can be observed in positrons spectrum
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(a) Electron vertical profile, E = 0.5 GeV
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(b) Electron vertical profile, E = 1 GeV
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(c) Electron vertical profile, E = 5 GeV
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(d) Electron vertical profile, E = 10 GeV
Figure 4.7. Plots showing electrons vertical profile for E = 0.5 GeV, E = 1 GeV, E = 5 GeV and
E = 10 GeV respectively, for different values of zt.Fluxes are normalized to their values on the
galactic plane at z = 0.
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(a) Positron vertical profile, E = 0.5 GeV
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(b) Positron vertical profile, E = 1 GeV
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(c) Positron vertical profile, E = 5 GeV
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(d) Positron vertical profile, E = 10 GeV
Figure 4.8. Plots showing positrons vertical profile for E = 0.5 GeV, E = 1 GeV, E = 5 GeV and
E = 10 GeV , for different values of zt.Fluxes are normalized to their values on the galactic
plane at z = 0.
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vA (Kms ) χ
2 AMS χ2 PAMELA
11 1.977356 1.614327
15 1.459734 1.087383
20 2.061647 1.112614
22 2.462369 2.191730
25 4.449809 2.751247
Table 4.2. Table summing up computed χ2 values for positrons, for every vA
below 10GeV. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show lepton spectra and positron fractions under
the same value of zt considered before, each for some values of vA. Data are presented
modulated both through CD modulation.Again, all the plots in this section are obtained
with a γextra “ 1.7 and a cutoff energy is Eextra “ 10TeV.
It appears from Figure 4.9 that both vA=15 Kms and vA=20
Km
s provide a good agree-
ment with data, as pointed out also from Table 4.2: on the other hand, models with vA
greater than 20 Kms are unable to reproduce positrons. Nevertheless we stick to vA=15
Km
s as our preferred value for Alfvén velocity, mostly because B/C ratio strongly sug-
gests that vA=15 Kms is a quite good guess for the parameter, and also because positrons
spectra coming from DRAGON outputs show an slightly better chi2 for vA=15 Kms , as
pointed out again from Table 4.2.
4.2 Source candidates in the galactic arms
In this section we will give a short review of the different types of sources: some of
them, such as SNRs have already been treated in Section 4.12 as CRs accelerators, while
stellar objects such as Pulsars stand out as suitable candidates to a charge symmetric
extra component, as we will see shortly.
In fact, Section 2.1.2 reports the need of a primary component of electrons and positrons
to explain features exhibited by experimental data, such as the electron spectrum flat-
tening and the positron anomaly: it’s the so called "extra component". Up to this section
we have simply introduced in our simulation an extra component, which features are
those required by data and summed up in Section 2.1.2
In this section, instead, we will investigate which kind of sources could provide the
required extra component: we already know that SNRs are considered to be a good
sources of accelerated electrons. Here, we will also see that a different form of accelera-
tion could arise, which could be the explanation for the positrons extra component. We
also will consider Pulsars as source for the extra component, and will provide a small
treatment of the dynamics which take place around this astrophysical object.
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(a) CD modulation (PAMELA data taking)
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Figure 4.9. Plots showing leptons spectra for four different values of Alfvén velocity, for zt=4:
vA = 11Kms (purple line), vA = 15
Km
s (blue line), vA = 20
Km
s (red line), vA = 22
Km
s (yellow line)
and vA = 25 Kms (green line). The plots are obtained with a γextra “ 1.7 and a cutoff energy is
Eextra “ 10TeV.
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Figure 4.10. Plots showing positron fraction for four different values of Alfvén velocity, for
zt=4: vA = 11Kms (purple line), vA = 15
Km
s (blue line), vA = 20
Km
s (red line), vA = 22
Km
s (yellow
line) and vA = 25 Kms (green line). The plots are obtained with a γextra “ 1.7 and a cutoff energy
is Eextra “ 10TeV.
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4.2.1 SNRs: accelerating electrons
We already considered SNRs as electrons accelerator: the SNR paradigm, which sums
up all the condition required for SNRs to be a suitable source of accelerated electrons,
has been described in Section 4.12, and we also already stated that this claim is sup-
ported by observational evidences by Fermi [63] [41].
An exploding SNR ejects material, which moves faster than the speed of sound in the
ISM: this leads to creation of shock waves, which can be a good candidate for electrons
acceleration. The dynamics of this mechanism are described in Appendix A, where a
mathematical approach to a Linear Diffusive Shock Acceleration is described.
However, Linear DSA is not enough to explain CRs observed spectrum: a different
mechanism of acceleration, a Non Linear DSA is requires. This mechanism takes into
consideration all the effects accelerated particles can cause to the accelerator itself: for
example, accelerating particles affects the shock dynamics, since they can cause modi-
fication to the compression factor; on the other hand, changing the compression factor
means to vary the accelerating mechanism itself. Also, accelerated charged particle
produce magnetic fields.
Shortly, Non Linear DSA is a physical mechanism able to generate and enhance turbu-
lent magnetic field upstream a SNR shock, thus enabling the SNR to reach sufficient
energies to become a PeV accelerator, and reach high energy regions (such as the Knee
region) in CRs spectrum.
4.2.2 SNRs: secondaries production
In principle, we expect that SNRs do not accelerate positrons: in fact, as far as we know,
SNRs are only made of "conventional" matter, meaning no antimatter acceleration is
expected to take place. Moreover, production of secondaries from SNRs is usually dis-
charged because the probability of interaction for a primary species is small over the
lifetime of the accelerator, and in any case smaller than the probability of interaction
during the diffusion time in the ISM. However, the spectrum resulting from the ISM
production is steeper than the source one because of diffusion effects. Hence, we can
expect, if energy is sufficiently high, the production term of the source can make a
significant contribution to the overall secondary spectrum, as discussed in [24]. In the
end, we may expect a secondary-to-primary ratio which is approximately flat, because
of the secondary contribution.
It has also been speculated that, if secondary production occurs in the same region
where CRs acceleration takes place and under the assumption that diffusion coefficient
D grows with energy in the proximity of the accelerating SNRs shock, the region from
which particles can return to the shock and undergo further acceleration gets larger
with energy [21]. However, to obtain a growing secondary-to-primary ratio ant fit the
current data, it is needed that the maximum energy Emax obtainable by accelerating
particles is not limited by the characteristic time τdi f f „ D{v2 (where v is the shock
velocity) [90].
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It was proposed in [20] that to overcome this energy problem a non- resonant amplifi-
cation of magnetic field by CRs themselves is needed, and observation of the thin X-ray
rims in several SNRs seems to confirm this setup [33]. It should be notice that such am-
plification is required anyhow to explain the CR acceleration up to the Knee (3ˆ1015 eV).
Although a definitive prediction is difficult, because the evolution of the magnetic
field is poorly known, this scenario luckily appears to be testable even if a reliable
theory is not yet available. In fact, if Emax is considered a free parameter to fit e.g. the
positron data, we can obtain a prediction for antiprotons flux or antiprotons-to-protons
ratio or secondary-to-primary nuclei. This means that the measurement of antiproton
spectrum by AMS-02 should allow us to test this scenario.
4.2.3 Pulsars
Pulsars are fast rotating, magnetized neutron stars. They are considered sources of
relativistic electrons and positrons, produced in the magnetosphere and then possibly
reaccelerated in the shock wave produced by the particle wind powered by the Pulsar
spin down. While younger, brighter Pulsars are more likely to reach a maximal reaccel-
eration energy consistent with CRs electrons observations, these young object are still
embedded in the progenitor SNR which, due to the magnetic field, would trap the accel-
erate electrons. Rather, mature Pulsar (t > 50 Myrs) which have dissipated or come-out
the remnant are much more promising CR electrons and positrons accelerators [61].
Production of electrons and positrons by Pulsars follows several steps: it is known that
Pulsars are fast rotating objects, with a very strong magnetic field. Some kind of Pulsars
are found at the heart of a SNR, thus composing an object called Pulsar wind nebula, i.e.
a nebula which material is swept away and powered by a Pulsar. Ultimately the two
powerful forces working in a Pulsar (namely rotational energy and magnetic field)lead
to pair production: in fact, being the Pulsars a fast rotating magnetized neutron stars,
a large electric field is induced. This field is so strong it can extract electrons from
the star surface. These stripped electrons lose energy through curvature radiation, and
travel away from the Pulsar along its magnetic field lines: the emitted photons are very
energetic and can lead electron-positron pairs production in the Pulsar magnetic field.
These emitted particles travel relativisticaly. When this flux of accelerated particles
streams away from the Pulsar to enter ISM, i.e. a non relativistic medium, a shock wave
is created: electrons and positrons are consequently accelerated by Fermi mechanism.
Electron and positrons produced in this processes (i.e. generated in Pulsars wind neb-
ulae) are trapped inside the nebula until the SNR is swept away or the Pulsar itself gets
out of the nebula: the characteristic time for e˘ to be free from the nebula is 104 ˜ 105
years.
It is also interesting to give an estimate of energy released by a Pulsar in the form
of electrons [90].
An upper limit for this quantity is is given by the Pulsar spin-down power integrated
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over time, i.e. the energy loss corresponding to the slowing rate of rotation: in fact, it is
expected that rotational energy constitutes the totality of Pulsar energy.
The decreasing of the rotation frequency Ω “ 2pi{T, where T is the Pulsar period, can
be written as:
9Ω “ ´αΩn (4.2)
The solution of this equation yelds:
Ωptq “ Ω0´
1` tt0
¯ 1
n´1
(4.3)
where t0 is a characteristic timescale, and
t0 “ pαpn´ 1qΩ0n´1q´1 (4.4)
This leads to a spin-down luminosity
L “ IαΩn`1 “ Iα Ω0
n`1´
1` tt0
¯ n`1
n´1
(4.5)
For a Pulsar, we can treat this as a magnetic dipole, in which n “ 3 and α “
pBsRs2q2{p8Msc3q, where Bs is the magnetic field at the surface, Rs the radius of the
neutron star and Ms the mass of the same star.
Integrating luminosity over time, one can determine the total energy available for the
Pulsar, i.e.
Etot “ 12 IΩ0
2 „ 2.2ˆ 1046
ˆ
Ms
1.4Md
˙ˆ
Rs
10km
˙2 ˆ
Ω0
Hz
˙2
erg (4.6)
which tipically correspond to Etot „ 1049 erg. All this energy get converted into
magnetized wind.
We expect a rate R of 2 SN-derived Pulsar per century, based on Al26 surveys [46]: this
allows us to devise the maximum luminosity injected fro Pulsars in the Galaxy, i.e.
Lmax „ 6.3ˆ 1039erg ¨ s´1 R2{p100yrsq
Etot
1049erg.
(4.7)
This luminosity is quite large, and could easily account for the high energy positrons
flux. However, just a small fraction of the available Pulsar energy will eventually
generate escaping e` ´ e´ pairs: therefore Lmax should be considered as upper limit on
the pair luminosity [66].
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The electrons flux detected on Earth may be composed by an isotropic component
generated by galactic CRs electrons produced by galactic SNRs and Pulsars, and a
further component. The latter would consists of the local contribution of local Pulsars
and SNRs.
To take into consideration this components, is it first useful to calculate the spectrum
of electrons and positrons coming from a point source: the mathematical approach is
displayed in Appendix B
4.3 Nearby sources
Despite lying in a quite underdense region, with the nearest Galaxy arm 1 Kpc away,
our solar system is not totally isolated: it resides in a substructure called the local arm,
in which some SNRs and Pulsars are present. Not every of them is able to provide a
significant contribution on electrons or lepton spectra: for example, some of the SNRs
are too old, or their emissions are simply not strong enough. We nevertheless detected
some nearby sources that may play an interesting role in determining some features in
electrons and positrons spectra. Infact, PAMELA and more remarkably AMS-02 shows a
notable flattening in e´ spectrum for energy greater than 100 GeV: we will see in Section
4.3.1 that introducing the contribution of SNRs in the Earth proximity (especially Vela
SNR) can allow us to reproduce this spectral feature in our numerical simulation, thus
explaining the electron deficit at high energy . Introducing SNRs contribution, though,
may not be enough to reproduce features in the positrons spectrum: some other kind of
nearby object, namely a Pulsar, may be required to better fit e` spectra in our numerical
simulations if the extra component cutoff is lower than the 10 TeV cutoff used up to
now.
To explain the introduction of a nearby source share in electrons and positrons spectra,
let’s analyze AMS-02 and PAMELA data and DRAGON outputs. Figure 6 shows ex-
perimental data plotted against DRAGON outputs (KRA-like setup) with two different
values of extra-component cutoff energy
Two features can be easily devised:
1. In panel (a) of Figure 6, i.e higher cutoff energy, our setup can reproduce quite
well positrons data: on the other end, AMS-02 electrons are evidently underes-
timated. This could be the evidence of the need of a local electrons accelerator: we
chose to introduce in our model a prominent SNR, Vela SNR, as e´ injector.
2. In panel (b), i.e. lower cutoff energy, it is evident that our setup can reproduce
PAMELA data set, while manifestly underestimate both electrons and positrons
spectra measured by AMS-02. It follows that, for a lower cutoff energy, a source
that can produce and accelerate both e` and e´ is required: we individuated
two nearby Pulsars, Monogem and Geminga Pulsars, that can inject a charge
symmetric e` ` e´ extra component, thus significantly contribute to electrons
and positrons flux. We introduced this scenario because a 10 TeV cutoff is quite
unrealistic for Pulsars, because of strong energy losses in the Pulsar WInd Nebula,
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(a) 10 TeV cutoff energy for extra-component
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(b) 1 TeV cutoff energy for extra-component
Figure 4.11. Plots showing DRAGON outputs against PAMELA and AMS-02 data for a KRA
model and zt =4: since we are interested in high energy regions of electrons and positrons
spectra, solar modulation is kept in FF approximation.
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while would be a reasonable estimate if secondary acceleration takes place in
SNRs. For this reason we introduce also a scenario in which extra component
cutoff for sources in the galactic arms and nearby Pulsars one are around 1TeV.
4.3.1 Introducing a SNR contribute
As I did point out, we individuated Vela SNR as the most promising contributor for
electrons injection: to prove this, I took into consideration several SNRs located less
than 1Kpc away from Earth. Their single contribution are shown in Figure 4.12 and
summed up in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.12. Figure showing single contribution of nearby SNRs to leptonic fluxes: total
contribution (purple dashed line), Vela contribution (green dashed line) and Cygnus Loop
contribution (black dashed line). No other nearby SNR shows a significative contribution to
leptonic fluxes.
It is evident that only Vela and Cygnus SNR are able to play an effective role in
altering electrons spectra, while other SNRs taken into consideration may in fact be too
far away to contribute to electrons flux. We then took into consideration only these two
SNRs when trying to reproduce spectral features for electrons above 100 GeV.
When studying SNRs contribution we need to devise which parameters play a role
in describing these sources. Two of the most important are the age of the remnant
and its distance: SNRs age is useful to obtain maximum energy and radius, while the
distance can be use to compute SNRs total flux. Age and distance of the two SNRs
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Name age (Kyrs) distance (Kpc) contribution
G263.9-03.3 (Vela) 11.3 0.29 green dashed line
G074.0 -08.5 (Cygnus Loop) 10.0 0.54 black dashed line
G114.3+00.3 7.7 0.7 negligible
others 3.5˜ 10.0 „ 0.80 negligible
Table 4.3. Table summing up nearby SNRs contribution to leptonic fluxes.
taken into consideration are summed up in Table 4.3. We choose a form for the injection
spectrum as Jinj9E´αSNRexp
´
´E
Ecuto f f
¯
: to correctly replicate experimental data, we need
αSNR “ 2.4; Ecuto f f is set to 1 TeV, so that data are reproduced, and we have to assume
that e´ injected by the SNRs taken into consideration have total energy E= 2.8ˆ1048
erg: this is consistent with the average value of 1051 erg proposed in Section 1.2. Since
the SNR acceleration time-life is quite smaller than propagation time, we assumed that
the electrons injection in the interstellar medium is instantaneous. The contribution of
SNRs (and later of Pulsars) has been simulated following [66]
Implementing these parameters into simulation is possible to introduce the contribution
of nearby SNRs into our numerical simulation, in order to achieve a better fit for
PAMELA and AMS-02 data above 100 GeV.
Figure 4.13 shows our results for e` and e´ (panel (a)) and positrons fraction (panel (b))
with the Vela and Cygnus SNRs contribution (purple dashed line). The propagation
setup is the same of Figure 4.5, corresponding to zt = 4.
It is evident from panel (a) that including SNRs contribution allows our simulation
to achieve a quite better agreement with PAMELA and AMS-02 data in the high-energy
region, since nearby SNRs contribution flattens the electrons spectrum. As for positrons
fraction, instead, our simulation shows a fair agreement with PAMELA,and a very good
reproduction of AMS-02 data.
4.3.2 Introducing the contribution of nearby Pulsars
As already pointed out, from Figure 6 emerges that a charge symmetric extra contri-
bution is required to reproduce especially AMS-02 data if the extra component energy
cutoff is low (i.e. 1TeV): this symmetric component may to originate from a nearby
source, a Pulsar.
We devised two nearby Pulsars which contribution can be relevant: Monogem and
Geminga Pulsars. From ATNF catalogue we devised Monogem and Geminga ages and
distances, which are summed up in Table 4.4, and showed in Figure 4.14
As in nearby SNRs study, we need to look into those parameters we consider rele-
vant. Pulsars age and distance can be obtained by astrophysical observation, and are
useful to calculate Pulsars fluxes. It is also important the delay, i.e. the time interval
between the Pulsar birth and the particles emission into ISM: we suppose that electrons-
positrons pairs are released into the ISM instantaneously 6ˆ104 years after Pulsar birth.
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Figure 4.13. Plots showing lepton spectra and positrons ratio, including nearby SNRs contri-
bution (purple dashed line). Simulation are modulated through CD modulation.
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Name age (Kyrs) distance (Kpc) contribution
Monogem 111 0.29 black dashed-dotted line
Geminga 342 0.54 blue dashed-dotted line
Table 4.4. Table summing up nearby Pulsars contribution to leptonic fluxes.
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Figure 4.14. Figure showing single contribution of nearby Pulsars to leptonic fluxes: total con-
tribution (green dashed line), Geminga contribution (blue dashed-dotted line) and Monogem
contribution (black dashed-dotted line).
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We can estimate the spin-down energy1 of our Pulsars (see Appendix B). We devised
Es´d “ 1.5ˆ1048 erg for Monogem Pulsar, and Es´d “ 1.2ˆ1049 erg for Geminga Pulsar,
since this choice allows us to better reproduce data. [66] [61].
To fit observational data we have to operate on the Pulsars efficiency: in fact, data re-
quires an efficiency of 15% and 22% for Monogem and Geminga respectively. This value
is remarkably high thus not unrealistic: it follows that in our scenario, Monogem and
Geminga Pulsars provide quite a significant fraction of electrons and positrons detected
at Earth.
Also, we set an energy cutoff of 1TeV for the extra component generated from sources
in the spiral arms: nevertheless, since this value is an average on a great number of
sources, it is reasonable to assume that two single Pulsars located nearby the Earth do
not exhibit exactly the same cutoff value. We found that a suitable choice for the nearby
Pulsars contribution is obtained with a cutoff energy of 1.2 TeV.
Figure 4.15 shows again our results for e` and e´ (panel (a)) and positrons fraction
(panel (b)) with Monogem and Geminga contributions. Once more, the propagation
setup is the same of Figure 4.5, corresponding to zt = 4.
Since in Figure 4.15 SNRs contribution is not included, the most prominent effect can
be seen in the positrons spectrum: comparing in fact panel (a) of Figure 4.15 with panel
(b) of Figure it is evident that the agreement between simulation and experimental data
has improved.
Finally, Figure 4.16 sums up both SNRs and Pulsar contribution: comparing these
panels to Figure 6 is evident that nearby sources may play a significant role in con-
tributing to leptonic spectra. The scenario in which the extra component for positrons
and electrons spectra is originated by some sources located in the galactic arms plus
a contribution from few nearby SNRs and energetic nearby pulsars is consistent with
data, and acting on the previously cited parameters in the simulation can produce a
very good agreement between data and simulation itself.
1The spin-down power is the rate of energy loss, corresponding to the slowing rate of rotation
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Figure 4.15. Plots showing lepton spectra and positrons ratio, including nearby Pulsars
contribution: Geminga contribution (blue dashed-dotted line) and Monogem contribution
(black dashed-dotted line). Simulation are modulated through CD modulation.
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Figure 4.16. Plots showing lepton spectra and positrons ratio, including nearby Pulsars and
SNRs contributions. Simulation are modulated through CD modulation.
Chapter 5
Dark Matter scenario
Before exposing my results, let’s consider a controversial but very exciting possible con-
tribution to CRs electrons and positrons which can arise in the Dark Matter scenario.
We did in fact choose to bring forth a small analysis on Dark Matter (DM) possible
involvement in explaining CRs leptons spectra: but, first of all, let’s focus on how DM
can actually be characterized.
Since 1930s it is known that some kind of unseen matter is needed to explain some
of the observed properties of the Milky Way. Between 1960s and 1970s astronomer
Vera Rubin analyzed some other Galaxies: Newton law of dynamic applied to all the
visible stars and interstellar matter predict rotation curves decreasing at large radii.
Rubin, however, found the observed rotational curves sensibly flatter than expecting,
suggesting that the total mass of those Galaxy exceeds the visible mass [86]. More
recently, observation of gravitational lenses in galaxy clusters gave us another experi-
mental evidence of DM existence, and we have other compelling evidences of DM from
the observed angular power spectrum of the Cosmic Microwave background radiation
and the Universe large scale structure.
The currently accepted cosmological model is called Λ-CDM (i.e. Lambda-Cold Dark
Matter): here, Λ is the cosmological constant, related to Universe expansion, while Cold
Dark Matter means that this constituent decoupled in a non-relativistic regime.
In this cosmological model over 80% of the matter content of the Universe is believed
to be consistent of some sort of unseen and non-baryonic substance: it has been esti-
mated [71] that DM amounts to „ 22% of the total mass-energy contained int he kown
Universe, while Dark Energy amounts to about 74% and baryonic matter to„ 4%. Since
DM is unobserved, there is no certainty about its true nature: however, there is a most
endorsed DM candidates, the so-called Weakly Interactive Massive Particle (WIMP).
These are interesting objects, since it can be shown that a WIMP with a mass between
100 GeV and 1TeV and in a cold (i.e. non relativistic) scenario can provide a density
energy that matches cosmological observation: it’s a situation known as WIMP miracle.
If we consider a generic particle in the Universe, its observed energy density at present
time is:
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Ωpresent “
ηdecoupling
´
Tpresent
Tdecoupling
¯3
M
ρC
(5.1)
where η is the numerical density of the particle, M is its mass and ρC is the critical
density, i.e. the matter density coming out from Friedmann equation when imposing
a flat Universe. Decoupling occurs when the expansion of the Universe overcomes
particle-antiparticle annihilation, meaning the expansion rate Hdecoupling becomes larger
thanηdecouplingσv. This leads to:
Ωpresent “
Hdecoupling
´
Tpresent
Tdecoupling
¯3
M
ρCσv
(5.2)
Thus, assuming that DM is effectively a thermal relic, the measured DM abundance
can help us fix the annihilation rate, and it can be shown that around cosmological
freeze-out1, i.e. v „ 0.2 [38]:
σv „ 3ˆ 1026cm3sec´1 (5.3)
Since for weak interactions σ9gW4M´2, where gW is the weak interactions coupling
constant and is „ 10´6 , the previous cross section leads us to a particle with mass
100GeV ďM ď 1TeV.
At present time, the typical DM velocity with respect to c in our Galaxy is estimated to
be „ 10´3: this means that, depending on the model of annihilation we choose, we can
extrapolate a value for σv from DM indirect signals.
Another important quantity to determine the DM annihilation rate is the galactic distri-
bution profile of Dark Matter in the Galaxy. One of the most used profile that we adopt
in this analysis is the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile, which is a profile peaked as
r´1 at the Galactic Centre [80]. Its functional form reads:
ρprq “ ρs rsr
ˆ
1` r
rs
˙´2
(5.4)
This profile assumes spherical symmetry and r is the radius coordinate, centred
in the Galactic Centre. The parameter rs is a scale radius, while ρs is a typical scale
density: they can be fixed imposing that our profile satisfy astrophysical observation of
our Galaxy. This means imposing:
1Cosmological freeze-out occurs when Universe expansion outpaces the rates of the reactions that are
taking place
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• DM density at Sun position (i.e. at rSun “ 8.33 kpc) is ρprSunq “ 0.3˘ 0.1GeVcm3 [54]
• Total DM mass at r60 “ 60 kpc is to be M60 “ 4.7 ˆ 1011Md (data from SDSS
survey2)
This leads us to rs “ 24.42 kpc and ρs “ 0.184GeVcm3 .
It must be stressed that this particular choice of density profile does not affect sig-
nificantly the results of this analysis I worked on: in fact, only Galactic-Centre regions
are sensitive to the profile, while around the location of the Earth different profiles (such
as Einasto [58] or Moore profile [47]) return us quite similar results; in fact the distance
high energy electrons travel is smaller than the distance from the Galactic Centre, As
a consequence, DM signals from the inner Galaxy regions will be more sensitive to
the choice of profile we make. On the other hand, DM signals that come from the
local environment (such as high energy positrons fluxes) or from regions distant from
the Galactic Centre are not heavily influenced by the choice of the profile density model.
The last issue concerning DM is the annihilation channel. DM can annihilate in a va-
riety of primary channels, such as:
• eL`eL´, eR`eR´, µL`µL´, µR`µR´, τL`τL´, τR`τR´
• uu¯, dd¯, ss¯, cc¯, bb¯, tt¯, γγ, gg
• νeν¯e, νµν¯µ, ντν¯τ,
• VV Ñ 4e, VV Ñ 4µ, VV Ñ 4τ,
I focused on the last channel, whereV is a generic (new) boson, which then decays in
leptonic species. The positrons spectra dNd log x normalized per one annihilation are taken
from [36]. Muons in fact mostly decay in e˘ ` νep´q ` νµp´q, thus producing electrons
or positrons. Tauons instead decay through weak interaction, thus producing electrons
or positrons, muons (and then again e˘), and pions (and then γ or µ and e˘).
These annihilation channels are also interesting because are not excluded by PAMELA
antiprotons analysis [38], and can better reproduce positrons and electrons absolute
spectra [37]
DRAGON results plotted against PAMELA and AMS-02 data are shown in following
chapters.
5.1 Dark Matter results
As was pointed out, Dark Matter has a spherical distribution: because of this, a 2D
analysis is enough to investigate the eventuality of a Dark Matter contribution to lep-
tonic spectra. However, background electrons are affected by the spiral structure of the
2Sloan Digital Sky Survey goal was to obtain a deeply accurate map of the Universe: it used a dedicated
telescope in Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico. It took data from 2000 to 2008.
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Galaxy: for this reason I brought forth my analysis in 3D mode.
I choose to examine two channels (i.e. muonic and tauonic). For each channel I ex-
amined four different masses for the supposed Dark Matter particle: for each mass
I acted on the annihilation cross section value, trying to devise a value that shows a
good agreement with experimental data. Also, I run simulation with both Galprop [79]
and Kamae [68] models for secondary production cross section: it will be evident that
modifying the cross section setup seriously affects the simulation outcome.
We did choose a propagational setup as following:
• KRA-like diffusion model;
• Spatial distribution of the diffusion coefficient of exponential type: Dpρ, zq “
9D0
` ρ
4GV
˘δ
epz{ztq;
• zt = 4;
• According with previous B/C simulations we set δ = 0.42 and D0 = 3.2;
• Cross sections order of magnitude: 10´23˜10´22cm3sec´1. This value is extremely
hight compared to the one in Eqn. 5.3: this is due to the peculiar behaviour of
the annihilation cross section. In fact, if the cross section is dominated by s-waves
annihilation, then σv remains constant, i.e. σv ď 10´23cm3sec´1, depending on
branching ratios. If p-waves prevail, instead, (i.e. s-waves are suppressed) we
expect a negligible indirect signal from DM, so we can ignore this case. Finally, if
s-waves dominate but are enhanced the scenario is different: Sommerfeld enhanc-
ing, in fact, takes place only if DM particles interact with Z,W with a specific cou-
pling and their mass is greater than 2 TeV [38]. Under these conditions, σÑ σ0S,
where S “ αv . We already know that v „ 10´3, and α lies between 0.1 and 1: these
leads to an enhancing of the cross section of a few order of magnitude.This latter
case is really interesting: in fact, as we will see, reproducing PAMELA and AMS-02
positrons data requires quite large cross sections („ 10´22 ˜ 10´23cm3sec´1).
5.1.1 4µ channel
To investigate the possible contribution of a TeV-mass DM particle to the extra compo-
nent in electrons and positrons spectra, I choose to run my simulations for four different
value of DM mass, namely 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 TeV. For each value of DM mass, I set forth
to find through various simulations a value of cross section which can provide a good
agreement between data and DRAGON outputs.
I run my simulation with two different cross section modellization for secondary pro-
duction, i.e. "Galprop" and "Kamae" . We will see that switching from one model to the
other results in dramatic effects on the low-energy part of the simulation.
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DM mass (TeV) σv pcm3sec´1q
1.0 1.00 ˆ10´23
1.5 2.00 ˆ10´23
2.0 3.30 ˆ10´23
2.5 5.50 ˆ10´22
Table 5.1. Table summing up values for annihilation cross section corresponding to different
DM masses, with Galprop model for secondary production cross section.
DM mass (TeV) σv pcm3sec´1q
1.0 1.00 ˆ10´23
1.5 2.00 ˆ10´23
2.0 3.50 ˆ10´23
2.5 6.00 ˆ10´23
Table 5.2. Table summing up values for annihilation cross section corresponding to different
DM masses, with Kamae model for secondary production cross section.
At first in fact I relied on Galprop cross section model: table 5.1 sums up the corre-
spondent values for σv for annihilation process. I then run my simulation in the same
annihilation channel, while implementing Kamae model for cross section: results are
summed up in Table 5.2.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show my simulations compared to AMS-02 and PAMELA
datasets.
It is evident that, while the high-energy region shows a fairly good agreement be-
tween data and the simulation, low-energy region are less satisfactory.
The values for the annihilation cross sections are, as expected, greater than those ex-
pected for thermally decoupled DM in standard cosmology. .
It appears that a simulation based on Kamae cross section model slightly fails to re-
produce positron slope: on the other hand, Kamae models for cross section are more
recent, and thus maybe more realistic, than Galprop ones. This seems to suggest that
our model for DM are not so accurate.
5.1.2 4τ channel
I then investigated the 4τ production channel: similarly to the 4µ channel, I selected the
same four mass values for DM particles, and simulated τ production with both Galprop
and Kamae cross section.
As for Galprop cross section, 4τ channel σv for annihilation are summed up in Table 5.3.
As in the 4µ channel, σv lies in the interval 10´23 ˜ 10´22, and Galprop cross section
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(d) MDM = 2.5 TeV
Figure 5.1. Plots showing lepton spectra for DM particle annihilation in 4µ, for four different
masses: Galprop cross section (blue lines) and Kamae cross section (red lines) are shown.
Modulation follows FF approximation, with φ= 0.30 GV.
DM mass (TeV) σv pcm3sec´1q
1.0 2.00 ˆ10´23
1.5 3.00 ˆ10´23
2.0 5.50 ˆ10´23
2.5 7.50 ˆ10´23
Table 5.3. Table summing up values for annihilation cross section corresponding to different
DM masses, with Galprop model for secondary production cross section.
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Figure 5.2. Plots showing positrons fraction for DM particle annihilation in 4µ, for four
different masses: Galprop cross section (blue lines) and Kamae cross section (red lines) are
shown. Again, modulation is set forth following FF approximation with φ= 0.30 GV.
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DM mass (TeV) σv pcm3sec´1q
1.0 2.00 ˆ10´23
1.5 3.00 ˆ10´23
2.0 6.00 ˆ10´23
2.5 7.00 ˆ10´23
Table 5.4. Table summing up values for annihilation cross section corresponding to different
DM masses, with Kamae model for secondary production cross section.
for secondary production gives us a fair agreement between simulation and data.
Again, I repeated my simulations with a different modelization for secondary produc-
tion cross section: Kamae cross section results summed up in the relative Table 5.4.
Finally, Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show my simulations compared to AMS-02 and PAMELA
datasets.
One more time appears that Kamae model for secondary production reproduce with
difficulty positrons spectra slope: this once again suggest that a more accurate model
for DM is necessary.
Summing up all my results, we may affirm that:
• AAMS-02 PAMELA electron and positron measurements can effectively be inter-
preted in terms of annihilation of DM particles with mass close to 1 TeV.
• To be consistent with data, TeV DM particles annihilation requires very large
annihilation cross sections, which are almost three order of magnitude larger
than what is expected for cosmological thermal relics in standard cosmology thus
making DM scenario less appealing than an astrophysical one.
• Due to the different (harder) spectrum of DM annihilation e˘ products with respect
to the one expected from astrophysical sources, low energy data requires larger
secondary production cross sections respect to those used in the previous chapter
(i.e. Kamae cross section) . Although this is disfavoured by recent analysis, yet
cannot be excluded due to the present experimental uncertainties. It is also evident
that a better knowledge of cross sections features is essential to develop further
works on DM scenario.
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(c) MDM = 2.0 TeV
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(d) MDM = 2.5 TeV
Figure 5.3. Plots showing lepton spectra for DM particle annihilation in 4τ, for four different
masses: Galprop cross section (blue lines) and Kamae cross section (red lines) are shown.
Modulation follows FF approximation, with φ= 0.30 GV.
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Figure 5.4. Plots showing positrons fraction for DM particle annihilation in 4τ, for four
different masses: Galprop cross section (blue lines) and Kamae cross section (red lines) are
shown. Again, modulation is set forth following FF approximation with φ= 0.30 GV.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
During the last five years, PAMELA experiment at first and then AMS-02 space obser-
vatory did measure with an unprecedented accuracy some components of CRs spectra,
up to TeV energy. This new data allowed an incredible progress also from the theoretical
point of view: in fact, greater precision in experimental data leads to more opportunity
in improving modeling of CRs origin and propagation.
In particular, AMS-02 newly published data allowed to to confirm and get deeper insight
on the nature on the positron anomaly recently discovered by PAMELA and confirmed
by FERMI [6] [4].
In this work I have studied in details some interpretations which were already pro-
posed in the scientific literature of the spectral features observed by PAMELA and
AMS-02 checking the consistency with other CR data sets on a vast energy interval,
namely from 1 GeV to some TeV. I made use of DRAGON numerical code to model
the propagation of a wide variety of relevant CRs species: in fact it is known that CRs
in the named energy interval originate in our Galaxy and propagate diffusively while
interacting with ISM, and DRAGON code can model this interaction and consequent
diffusive motion.
We did use DRAGON code in 3D mode, thus enabling us to implement a realistic dis-
tribution for CRs sources in the Galaxy, i.e. spiral distribution: this allowed us to to
correctly model the effect of energy losses on positrons and electrons spectra for E>10
GeV, as required to get a sensible interpretation of the measured e` and e´ absolute
spectra. Indeed, we showed that ignoring the spiral structure of the Galaxy results in
dramatic differences in the predicted electron and positron spatial distribution and local
spectra.
In the first part of my work we did devise three reference diffusion model compati-
ble with the main CR nuclear data sets, which we called KRA-like model, KOL model
and PD model. Trough simulations we devised values for the propagation parameters
consistent with data. For this purpose we used both (recently published) PAMELA and
AMS-02 (yet preliminary) B/C data sets. Although the latter are only preliminary we
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decide to use them anyhow because of their much better precision. .
For each reference model we have devised the best combination of (δ,D0, vA, η), and
comparing B/C data with curves relative to each prototype we devised our preferred
model: KRA-like model with (δ,D0, vA, η) = (δ,D0, vA, η) = (0.42, 3.2, 15., -0.4), in fact,
can reproduce quite well AMS-02 B/C data set. This result is compatible with some
other works, especially [52] and [53].
For each setup we also tuned the proton and helium source spectral index to repro-
duce PAMELA and AMS-02 data. For each of them, we found, especially for what
concern protons, that the models describe the data quite accurately. This is quite rele-
vant here, since those species contribute to the primary electron and secondary fluxes
due to their interaction with the ISM.
Using DRAGON again, we did set forth to study the effect of varying some diffu-
sion parameters: in particular we analyze the role played by the height of the diffusive
Halo, zt, and by the Alfvén velocity, vA.Those parameters play a relevant role shaping
the low energy tails of the electron and positron spectra. To investigate the role of this
parameters on leptonic spectra we used a new code to apply solar modulation: Helio-
Prop code in fact, can implement Charge Dependent solar modulation, and we made
intensive use of this tool in our simulations [74].
For each value of zt, under KRA-like propagation conditions, we find the propagation
parameter which reproduce the B/C data (only D0 varies significantly). We then prop-
agated leptonic components of CRs with the diffusion parameters we had estimated in
that way.
We found that the computed low energy positron spectrum is significantly affected
varying zt . A χ2 analysis against PAMELA and AMS-02 data then allowed to confirm
zt = 4 kpc as the preferred value among those considered in this work. This result is in
agreement, and strengthen, with that based on radioactive CR nuclei [97].
We also studied the effect of varying the Alfvén velocity: we did simulate CRs leptonic
species propagation with KRA-like model, with zt = 4 Kpc. We choose to propagate CRs
for five different values of vA and once again were able to confirm that our preferred
value, i.e. vA = 15 Kms , is a good one to reproduce experimental data. As expected,
an increasing of vA leads to an overproduction of secondary species, and consequently
high-reacceleration setups can not fit low energy regions of positrons spectra.
Concerning the high energy part of the electron and positron spectra as well as the
positron fraction , as mentioned in the above, they can consistently be reproduced
only assuming the presence of a primary spectral component (the so called “extra-
component”).
To find a source for the required extra component is now a prominent challenge in
high energy astrophysics. In this thesis I explored different scenarios, concerning both
astrophysical sources and annihilation of supposed heavy DM particles.
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In particular we introduced an extra component generated by astrophysical sources
situated in the Galactic arms, with a spectral index of 1.70 [53] and an energy cutoff of
10 TeV, a realistic value if SNRs secondary production is taken into consideration: this
component is able to fairly reproduce experimental data but, as pointed out in Figure ,
still underestimate electrons in the very-high-energy region. For this reason we choose
to introduce the contribution of nearby sources, i.e. SNRs situated less than 1 Kpc away
from Earth.
At first then we introduced the contribution of Vela and Cygnus SNRs: they are elec-
trons accelerators, and can then provide the missing high energy electrons component.
By comparing simulation with experimental data I was able to devise an injection index
for this nearby sources component, i.e. α = 2.4.
If a different energy cutoff is taken into consideration, however, this scenario changes:
this time we introduced an extra component with spectral index of 1.70 [53] and energy
cutoff of 1 TeV, a value consistent with pair production by Pulsars. Figure shows that
both electrons and positrons are underestimated. We thus introduced SNRs contribu-
tion as we did with the 10 TeV cutoff to provide the missing electrons component. To
provide the missing positrons component, instead, we introduce the contribution of
two nearby Pulsars, i.e. Geminga and Monogem: again, comparison between simula-
tions and observation allowed me to estimate both the spectral index and energy cutoff
needed to reproduce Pamela and AMS-02 data set, i.e. α = 1.8 and Ecut = 1. 2 TeV.
While astrophysical scenario provides a quite appealing explanation for the required
extra component, a DM scenario also has been proposed.
It consist of annihilation of DM particles with mass around a few TeV: we simulated DM
annihilation with different masses and with various models for secondary production
cross section. We did not bring forth a complete analysis of this DM setup, but only
present some examples we consider representative for this scenario.
We showed that some peculiars models for DM which exhibit high DM masses and very
large annihilation cross section can marginally reproduce experimental data: neverthe-
less, these model requires extreme conditions for positrons astrophysical background.
This leads us to find a DM scenario a lot less appealing than the astrophysical one: an
exotic origin for the positrons extra component may thus be disfavoured, opposite to a
merely astrophysical one.
Finally, it’s work remarking that the choice between different cross section for secondary
production seems to affect simulations. This underlines that a better knowledge of sec-
ondary production cross section is vital. Also, DM models have to be improved to bring
forth a more accurate work about DM outline, that will allow scientists to exclude or
reconsider this exotic scenario.
All these features seem to point out that an astrophysical explanation for the extra com-
ponent may be favoured: in fact, an astrophysical scenario appears to be more natural,
and thus may be more appealing than a DM one.
Appendix A
Acceleration in SNRs: DSA
While treating the formation of collisionless shocks, which as we saw are the main
responsible for particles acceleration, we must also devise a mechanism for dissipation
Independent of the specific mechanism for dissipation, though, we can write equations
for conservation of mass, momentum and energy across the shock surface. For a plain,
infinite and parallel (i.e. with background field oriented along the normal to the shock
surface) shock we have:
B
Bxpρuq “ 0 (A.1)
B
Bxpρu
2 ` Pgq “ 0 (A.2)
B
Bx
ˆ
1
2
ρu3 ` γg
γg ´ 1uPg
˙
“ 0. (A.3)
Here, γg is the adiabatic index, Pg is the gas pressure, ρ is the plasma density and u its
velocity as seen in the reference frame of the shock. Setting aside a continuous solution
(i.e. in which Pg, ρ and u are constants) we can devise a discontinuous solution (M
is the shock Mach number, Ti plasma temperature up(down) the shock, and upstream
and downstream regions are shown in FIgure A.1):
ρdownstream
ρupstream
“ uupstream
udownstream
“ pγg ` 1qM
2
pγg ´ 1qM2 ` 2 (A.4)
Pg,downstream
Pg,upstream
“ γgM
2
pγg ` 1q ´
pγg ´ 1q
pγg ` 1q (A.5)
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Tdownstream
Tupstream
“ p2γgM
2 ´ γgpγg ´ 1qqppγg ´ 1qM2 ` 2q
pγg ` 1q2M2 (A.6)
In the strong shock limit, i.e. γg =5/3 and M"1 this condition simplify, becoming:
ρdownstream
ρupstream
“ uupstream
udownstream
“ 4 (A.7)
Pg,downstream
Pg,upstream
“ 5
4
M2 (A.8)
Tdownstream
Tupstream
“ 5
16
M2 (A.9)
Figure A.1. Picture showing upstream and downstream region of the shock (from [21])
Now, since the Mach number M followsM “ u2upstream{c2s,upstream “ pu2upstreamρupstreamq{pγgPg,upstreamq
and imposing ideal gas law, we obtain, in the strong shock limit that a large kinetic
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energy fraction of the upstream particles is transformed into internal energy of the
downstream plasma, i.e. :
Tdownstream “ 316u
2
upstreammp (A.10)
Moreover, the downstream temperature becomes independent from the upstream
temperature.
Now, let’s consider a shock which Mach number is Ms . The shock also has a com-
pression factor, defined as r “ uupstreamudownstream , that with γg =5/3 takes the form (from Eqn.
A.4):
r “ 4M
2
s
M2s ` 3
(A.11)
For a parallel shock the transport of particles is described by a diffusion-convection
equation, that can be written in the shock reference frame:
u
B f
Bz “
B
Bz
ˆ
D
B f
Bz
˙
` 1
3
du
dz
p
B f
Bp `Q (A.12)
In this equation f pz, pq is the distribution function of accelerated particles and D the
diffusion coefficient in the Galaxy, which can be devised from B/C measurements. The
left hand term is a convection term, while in the right hand side the first term is a
diffusion term, the second term describes the effect of compression on plasma and
Qpx, pq is a source term.
It must be noted that
• In this equation the shock appears only as boundary condition at z = 0: this means
that the shock is assumed to have infinitely small size along z;
• The distribution function of accelerated particles is continuous across the shock.
Furthermore, let’s assume assume that injection only takes place at the shock surface
(i.e. particle are injected immediately downstream of the shock) and that only particle
with a particular momentum pinj are injected. This leads to a source term Q “ q0δpzq.
The compression term in Eqn. A.12 vanishes everywhere but at the shock: in fact,
for a infinitely thin shock front we have dudz “ pudownstream ´ uupstreamqδpzq. We can then
integrate Eqn. A.12 between 0` and 0´ (i.e. at the shock surface), obtaining:ˆ
D
B f
Bz
˙
downstream
´
ˆ
D
B f
Bz
˙
upstream
` 1
3
pudownstream ´ uupstreamqpB f0Bp ` q0ppq “ 0 (A.13)
Here, f0ppq is the distribution function of accelerated particles at the shock surface.
Besides, for parallel shock, particle scattering downstream gives rise to homogeneous
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distribution of particles, meaning B fBz downstream = 0. On the other hand, in the upstream
region away from the shock dudz “ 0, reducing Eqn A.12 to:
B
Bz
ˆ
u f ´DB fBz
˙
“ 0 (A.14)
and, since at ´ inf the derivative argument vanishes, we can write:ˆ
D
B f
Bz
˙
upstream
“ uupstream f0 (A.15)
That can be inserted in Eqn. A.13 to provide an equation in f0, which can be solved to
provide the spectrum of accelerated particle, i.e. a power law in momentum:
foppq “ 3rr´ 1
ηnupstream
4pip2inj
ˆ
p
pinj
˙´ 3rr´1
(A.16)
The slope of this power law only depend on the compression ratio and tends to 4 in the
limit of an infinitely strong shock.
We can also devise the particle density in energy, i.e. npq9α for relativistic particles:
in the strong shock limit, npq becomes npq92.
Appendix B
Electrons and positrons propagation
from nearby Pulsars
The transport equation is known to be
BNepE, t,ÝÑr q
Bt ´DpEq∇
2NepE, t,ÝÑr q ´ BBEpbpEqNepE, t,
ÝÑr qq “ QpE, t,ÝÑr q (B.1)
where N is the numer density of lepton per unit energy, D(E) the (spatially uniform)
diffusion coefficient, expressed by DpEq “ D0pE{E0qδ, and b(E) is the rate of energy
losses. QpE, t,ÝÑr q is the source term, and reacceleration and convection are neglected,
since they don’t really play a role on short distances (i.e. d ! 1kpc).
A burst-like source, like Pulsars, yelds to a general source term described byQpE, t,ÝÑr q “
QpEqδpt´ t0qδpÝÑr q, where t0 is the injection time (i.e. the time in which the particle enter
at last the ISM) and ÝÑr is the distance from the source. Introducing this term into
transport equation leads to a solution in the form
NepE, t,ÝÑr q “ QpEinitialqbpEinitialq
pi3{2bpEqrdi f f 3pE, tq
e´pr{rdi f f pE,tqq2 (B.2)
where Einitial is the inizial energy of particles that in the time interval pt ´ t0q have
cooled and reached energy E. The propagation distance after which a particle loses half
of its energy is the diffusion distance, rdi f f .
In case of a Pulsar, the source term can be written as
QpE, t,ÝÑr q “ Q0
ˆ
E
1GeV
˙´Γ
e´E{Ecuto f f δpt´ t0qδpÝÑr q (B.3)
Moreover, since only Synchrotron and Inverse Compton losses effectively play a role,
b(E) can be expressed by bpEq “ b0E2, with bp0q “ 1.4ˆ 10´16 GeV´1 s´1, as estimated
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in the local region. Defining Emaxptq “ 1b0pt´t0q his leads to a solution for NepE, t,ÝÑr q in
the form
NepE, t,ÝÑr q “ Q0
pi3{2rdi f f 3pE, tq
p1´ E
Emax
qΓ´2
ˆ
E
1GeV
˙´Γ
e´pr{rdi f fpE,tqq2e
´ Ep1´E{EmaxqEcuto f f
(B.4)
for E<Emax and 0 otherwise. It must be pointed out that if the source injects electrons or
positrons at a time t0 so that t´ t0 ! τdi f f (where τdi f f « r{DpEq is a characteristic time
for diffusion processes) then it can not contribute to lepton fluxes reaching the Earth.
The diffusion distance is given by the following expression [61] [70]
rdi f f pE,Tq « 2
d
DpEqpt´ t0q1´ p1´ E{Emaxptqq
1´δ
p1´ δqE{Emaxptq (B.5)
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